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On Mandela's tour -of the U.S. and 
the prospects for.'South Afr,ica 

Nelson Mandela's ten-day'tqur oftlze U.S. caused a major 
stir among progressive peopl~ and especially the black people. 
The Marxist-Leninist Party used the occasion. to discuss' 
among the masses the path for tl;ze struggles in South Africa 
and ,the U.S., to support the revolutionary ovel1hr0}V oj 
apartheid, and to oppose the· refomzist illusions being spread 
by Mandela and other leaders' of the Africarz lVati<mal 
Congress. 
. In New Yorkt Boston." Detroit, and Oakland, the MLP 
prepared' special leaflets for the major mass meetings for 
Mandela. The following lfrticles are excerpted from the June 
26 issue of Bay Area Worken' Voice, paper of the San 
Franciico Bay Area Branch of the MLP. 4, 000 were. distri
buted, along with 1, 000 other pieces of MLP literature, at the 
rally for Mandela at the Qakland Coliseum on June 30. 
Excepts from the leaflets distributed in New Yorkt Boston and 
DetrC?it appear elsewhere in this issue of this Supplement. 

Revolution, yes! 
Aparth~id, no'! 

Nelson Mandela has been freed. The racist regime in 
South Africa has announced a series of reforms an4 pro
mised oth~rs. Emergency rule has been lifted in three of 
four provinces, and anti-apartheid organizations have been 
unbanned. , 

Black people in South Africa have filled the streets from 
Capetown to Soweto celebrating the concessions made by 
the De KIerk government. There has been joy and excite
ment in the air. But the black masses know that freedom , 
is yet to dawn. Political rights for blacks remain unattained, 
And the superexploitation continues'to weigh down··on the 
workers and poor. Meanwhile a heavy military and police 
presence remains in the townships. 

The reforms have not been granted, by the regime to, 
help the masses organize better. No, they've been granted 
to put a lid on the struggle. ' 

Black masses challenge 'racist rule 

In the 80's the black people, mounted the most powerful ' 
challenge to rac~t rule in South Afri~'s history. They 
braved whips and bullets and jails. Workers took center 
stage with ,their strikes and demonstrations. :Men and 
women and hundreds of children gave their lives in 
determined battle against extreme odds. 

I The racist rulers thought that repression would stop the _ 
struggle. They did ev~rything they could to crush the . 
peop~e. But the spirit of the masses to fight for freedom 
could' not be broken.' ~ 

Today the struggle continues against the racist system. 
In March, revolts broke out in, the "homelands"-'-~e poor, 

Continued on page 10 
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New York'transit: 
Trackworkers press petition despit~. repression 

. _.. ' , . 

From the June 25 issue of New York Workers' Voice, :paper 

of the MLP-Boston: 

As we reported on ,June 10,trackworkets have, been' 
organizing agawst concessioIlS. In particular, they have been 
circulating a petition .. The' demands include rolling back 
weekdays off, making provisionals [new hires, without status 
for two years] permanent, and putting safety before, 
productivity..,' 
, The petition has b'een making .its way, around the 
.department-~ays and nights, in both capital and roain~ 
'tenance. Over 90% 'of the workers asked 'have signed the ' 
petition so far.' , ' " 

As eXpected, the pe~itionhas caught the attention of Jay 
St. [management] (and the TransitWorkers Union bureau-' 
crats, no doubt). Several workers active with the ;petition 
were quickly hit with trumped-up charges and put out of 
service. Undaunted, these workers responded with a public 
"Statement of Suspended Bronx Trackworkers." Their state
ment pointed the finger at the TA [Trankit Authority] 
provocateurs and hit men; then concluded: "Jay St. hopqs 
to\solate. us and scare everyone with the&e charges. -But we 
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have foup.d'great support and, anger from our fellow track- ' 
workets. Because our fight is !ill! isolated. It reflects the 
sense of injustice running deep among trackworkers and all 
traIll)it 'workers." 

, This statement was distributed outside Jay St. and Js 
going 'up around Track. The workers' eXperience warns 
them against keeping suC;h matters wit\Un ,the confmes of 
the hearing room down on Jay St. and awaiting salvation 
from the union lawyers. .. ,,' 

The Workers' Voice calls on all transit workers 10 
spread t~e d~mands of the trackworkers.Stop the pick 
[bidding on jQQ,assignnient] giveaways! Rally to the defense 
of militant workers under attack! " C 

" ',' f " • ' 

"Statement of suspended 
, Brpnx, trackworkers 
June 18, 1990 

, . From a leaflet circulated by the suspended trackworkers 
and their supporters. Ai the top of the leaflet are pictures of 

; the four trackworkerS: I.e. Rivera, R Toussaint, D. Delaney, 
, and 1. Iglesias . 

.As trackworkers, we hav~'been stanaing up fo! the safety 
of our fellow workers. We do this 'as rank-and-file transit 
workers, not as a ploy to seek the spoils 'of office. We do 
this in .. the face of management's bullying and intimidation. 
.,And we are currently helping to spread a' fight to stop the, 
pick givebacks which are, causing havoc in trackworkers' 
lives. ~' 

, For this, we have been singled out for punisliment. , 
On ,Sunday, June 17, AG.S. Tommy Callandrella was 

dispatched to the Bronx on the order of Jay St. track 
bosses Cai~zzo and Gamache to take us out of service. No' 
charges. No explanation. 

We have sfuce been handed a list Of trumped-up charges ' 
follo$g an incid~nt three days earlier. On Thursday, June" 
14 at 4:00 'p.m., as we were preparing to clear for the day, 
management staged a deliberate provocation and then 
. attempted to set the police upon our gang .(TC-2104) in -
,Qur qumters at E. 180 St. 

Flunkies of CS-1 Superintendent Wojcik came into our 
quarters an~attempted to have trackworkers-who were in 
the midst of drawing up safety complaints--:,~victed frOIl). 
our 'quarters. ' , 

Workers' were subjected to insults, provocations, and 
threats., SteppIng into workers' faces, supervisor Ruggerio 
reached into his back pocket-as.if for a weapon. Another" 
S. Azzato, threatened: "You want to see my gun?!" , 
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The J,ay St. bosses have given their sanction and are 
coordin~ting a covernp. It was the .bosses who act~d 
provocative. and threatening, yet ~ were suspenqed. We 

'were singled out for daring to speak out for safety, for the 
rank and file,. and against more pick givebacks. , 

Jay St. hopes to isolate us and scare everyone with these 
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charges. But we have found great suppott and anger from' 
our fellow trackworkers; Because qur fight is not isolated. 
It reflects the sense ,of injustice ru,nning deep among track7 
workers and all' transit workers. 

We appeal to our fellow transit workers for support. 0, 

Workplace-relat~ddea.thsin New York 
The following articles are from the June 10, and June 17 

issues of New York Workers'Voice, paper of the MLP-NY: 

Transit 'safety procedures' kill 
two signal main~ainers, 

The May 8 .deaths of signal helper Daniel Walsh and 
signal maintainer' Robert Nicholson were not just ~ome 
unfortunate mishap. 

Struck by an "P" train south of Kings Highway Station. 
while working on it malfunctioning signal, these, ~o highly , 
experienced men would be alive today if the T A [Transit 
Authority] paid more than lip service to safety. A tripper . 
(i.e., a portable stop). A flagman. That's all.it would have 
taken to save these' two lives. 

But no! According to the T A, a buddy system .of looking 
out for each other's back is enough. Don't even waste time 
on setting up cautions to warn and slow' oncoming trains; • 

Under such conditions, it has been a credit to tile' wits 
and vigilance of maintainers that more have bot been 

. killed. But it was just a matter of time ,befor¢ the odds 
turned and tate called iri. its favors. A tjght spot, a distrac~ . 
tion, 'is all it would take. " 

The TA bosses know damn well that maintainers do , 
intricate ~ork and need han~-on help. Which'is why the 
bosses. send maintainers out with a helper instead of a 
flagman. That has been standard oper~ting procedure. 
Doing tWo jobs, in practi~e. Everybody kno:ws this. And 
with no cautions. No tripper.' . 

Rere, once again, our safety has been the elq>endable .' 
budget time. It is this policy thai killed Walsh and Nichol-. 
son. 

According to' Sonny Hall's [union bureaucrat] top 
"safety" man, George McDonald: "Since two people lost 
their lives,. it stands to reason the system failed and our 
rules neoo another look." So far, so good. But McDonald 
then turns around and blames-not the TA,but the main-

\ tainers themselves! He says, "It seems our tragedies are 
happening to people with all the experience who are taking . 
too· much for granted.· Everybody was counting on each 
other and,.lhey all failed each other this ti~e." (Newsday, 
May 10) McDonald goes on to call for retraining of transit 

wo,rkers' in safety procedureS every three years. 
Wonderful! What system? What rules? Well you mig!!.t 

ask! McDonald is referring to' a buddy. system. In other 
words, the Transit Workers' Union misleaders are adlllj~t~g 
th~t nothing has been done to institute real measurflS to 
protect maintaiQers working under traffic. And McDonald. 
proposes regular retraining on how to survive . without 
protection, without available fail-safe measures such as 
flagman and, tripper. , 

Th.is, is ,but an apology for the T A's murderous pol~cies. 
And it feeds right into the TA's a,ttempt to blame these 
deaths on lack of alertness on the part of the victims of th.e 
tra.in operator. It's an empty excuse for actual safetj 
measures....:aIl·for\the sake of cutting costs. ' . 
. ,', This is b~t an a.pology for the TA's murdeiouspoli<?i~. 
And ir feeds right into the T~'s attempt tp blame these 
deaths on' lack of alertness on the part of the victims .or 
the train operator. It's an empty excuse for actual safety 
,measureS-aIl for the sake of cutting costs. 

We' must· not sett~e for such_flimsy "protect~on;" ;A 
,buddy' system is not enough. No' work" without proper 
flagging' protection. This is what to'demand, whether for 
emergency or routine work.· 
\ Moreover, safety decisions cannot be left as a manage- . 

ment call. The record speaks for litself. Workers should 
band together and refuse unsafe work. . '0 

Justice for Romeo Ward! 
'Po'stal sick leave. policy 
is murderous 

A fellow FDR [postal station] carrier, Romeo Ward, 
passed away two weeks ago, after being sent to a hospital 
emergency roomqom work. He was well-liked and re
spected, and his death shocked and saddened his fellow 
workers. But many workyrs who are familiar with the' 
circuulstances:are angry as well. 
, Ward was not well when he came to work on Wednes
day, June 6th. He pecame seriously ill not long after hitting 
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in. Fellow workers advised him to go home, to go to the 
nurse, to a doctor, or to the hospital. But he wasreluctartt: 
management had been giving hi~ a hard time over absen~ 
teeism. Still, he became so ill 'that the nurse had to be 
called, and he was taken from the work flQor to the nurse's 
room in' a wheel chair, tremNing and ,Sweating profusely. 

An e~ergency situatio~ clearly existed. :aut it was not 
treated as such. No ambulance was ever called, and it took 
till close to 10 am for management to dispatch Ward to a 
hospital. Worse, he wassent to the hospital alone. A fellow 
carrier was even refused permission to accompany him, on 
the grollnds that there was mail on the carrier's route. 
Postal management didn't even,bother to notify his family. 

One cannot claim that Ward would definitely be alive 
today had management taken this worker's health problems 
seriously .. But management's attitude certainly didn't help. 

'And there is more. ,'The circumstances leading up_to the 
. incident also testify to the callous treatment meted out to 

postai workers by management. 
Over the years, this carrier. had saved upa considerable 

amount of sick leave. A conscientious worker, he was not, 
one to miss work without serious reasons. But he had 
serious health problems including hypertension, and was 
reportedly in need of surgery on his leg as well. 

:t. ':' , 

Lately he had been out more than usual, and he had 
been under, prt?SSure from management for this. Recently, 
he missed about two weeks of work. Management refused 
his doctors' note on technical grounds, and he was 
A WOL'ed for the two weeks. Thus he received no pay for 
this time. On top of this, management issued him a letter 
of warning for this absence (for abusing sick leave.?!) This 

, was on Monday, June 4th. Even though he was a sick man, 
he was obviously under intense pressure nottomiss work. 
In fact, on the 6th itself, Ward was only granted pay status 

, from 10 am on "pending evidence". 
. The Postal Service's sick leave policy is murderous. They 

tell you. to save sick leave, that it's "like having money in 
the bank", etc. But when you finally do fall ill, and try to 
use too much at once, management. comes down, on you 
like a t~n Qf bricks anyway. It may be obvious that 'you are 
sick, and yet the wrong wording on your doctor's note can 
mean loss. of pay and even disciplinary action! And this is 
the policy throughout the Postal Service: it is enforced 
from the-top on down. 

Postal management has gone too far! AIl postal workers 
Sholllddenounce'management for its cruel attitude towards 
employees suffering from illness. They should demand 
justice tor their deceased fellow carrier and his family.c 

In: a Michigari . br.ai'iCh of the NALC: , . 

What's b,ehjndunion officials'hysteria 
ag,ainst·th~',Marxi\st-Leninists? ' 

From the Jime.21issue of Detroit Workers' Voice, paper of 
the MLP-Detroit: ." 

Over the past few. years, letter carriers at the Royal Oak 
Post Office .have stood, up to constant harassment and-
particular attacks by a !iictatorial management regime. ' 

This past March, carriers; meeting on their, own outside 
work, came up with the idea. of a picket against manage
mentharassment, to be held outside the facility on. April 
16, income tax deadline day,. The workers began to take 
this proposal to their fellow carriers, including at' the 
associated offices in the MSC. 

On April 5, the proposal for the picket was raised at the 
local NALC (National Association of Letter Carriers] union 
meeting. The activists wanted to have discussion of the 
idea, to see what other carriers thought. of it and to make 
plans. 

But a big wet blanket was thrown on the proposed 
picket by none other than branch president Norm Bren
berger, one of the most militant-sounding postal union' 

, officials in metro Detroit. Mr. Brenoerger did 'not oppose 

the pickeHn a straightforward way, explaining why he did 
not favor such an action. Instead he tried to' simply squash 
the discussion by saying the union should consult. with ' 
higher officialdom so the prpposalshould be put on the 
back burner. Case <;losed. , . 

When a carrier ~rsisted in trying to get the proposal 
discussed, Mr. Brenberger raised· the biggest bogeyman of 
~1l. He claimed to have gotten word that Matitist-Uninists' 
were goinR to hold their own demonstration at the pOst 
office at the same time, and the union certainly couldn't 
touch that with a ten-foot, pole. On this rather hysterical 
note he ended the meeting. 

This red-baiting-creatmg hysteria about communists
is one of the oldest tricks in. the book of the union 
bureaucrats, whether they be the obviously sold-out kind, 

, or the militant-sounding kind. It is used to create a mood 
of intimidation amo:u.g the workers. 
. In fact, the Marxist~Leninists are a serious trend among 
.the postal workers. The idea for the April 16. pi~ket had 
come from the workers themselves. Detroit Workers' Voicel, 
MLP was in favor of it, would have p~rticipa~ed in it, 



supported'it, and, helped build it wider among area postal 
workers. Why? Because we support rank-and-fileaction as .' 
the way to figlJ.t managem~nt, and we work hard to build 
the postal workers' :movement. For example, in recent years: 
the Matxist-LeninistS have been active'in helping build the 
struggle'to defend Ma,rk Mitchell and other workers who 
were unjustly fired, in helping build resistance to overwork 

. and- speedup among workers such as the parcelkeyers at 
the Bulk Mail Center, etc.' . 

The Matxist-Leninists are in favor of open, democratic' 
discussion among· the workers, about ideas of' different 
trends., ;Proposa~s for what the workers should do need to 
be diScussed in terms of how they build, or not build,. the . 
workers' strength, solidarity' and struggle. But Mr; Bren-·· 
berger' prevented$uch a disc-qssion at the union,meeting by , 
his ted~baitmg. There should 'not just be some unthinking. 
atmosphere, reinforced ,by a dictatorial;-undemoqatic stand 
from the podium -of cqtting off -discussion., ' '_ , 

,Mr.' Brenberger no doubt ,fancies hiruselfas.~ champion 

. ", .... " 
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of democracy against 'totalitarianism.' But workers should 
judge for themselves-who's in favor of democracy among 
the postal workers and who's taking a tyrannical stand?-

And why do union officiais Uke· Mr. Brenbergertake 
such a rotten stand? Of course, there are political differ- ' 
ences between the union bureaucrats, and the Matxist- . 
Leninists- over· whether the working class shouIdtnereiy 
accept the status quo within ~pitalist s~iety or work for 
a- new society Without exploitation. But the union hacks' 
opposition to elementary democracy in union meetmgsisn't 
just. over such things. The fact of the matter is that the 
union bureaucracy doesn't wailt rank-and~file . action -it 
doesn'twarit the workers themselves to really participate in 
fighting back against management. For all his. militant
sounding. talk, Mr. Brenberger wants to -restrict the work¢rs. 
to just filing grievances. The Matxist~Leninists wotk, for 
mass' 'action: by the workerS themse~ves. Herein lies -the 
cruCial' difference. ' . . . ~ .. : . , ........ ,C • 

.. , ; . .. '., I ; ~.! '.. ::.~ 
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On slavery aod ,the' question 
of the materialist metHod' 
of studying S:Qc,'e:ti:e~.;;: .~. . " . .'-

and lash. Consequently', planters grew cotton and did not 
,ro,~ate. ve,g~t~ble cr~ps, tP.~t .would r~t,ore th~ soil .. Th~y , 
eXhausted the fields' ·andwere{orCed .to moVe on to', new. 

,., ·lan~. Th~y sold a cash',cropllnd ~01!-ght everythiQ.g Jr\?m:
outside: These liniits eiplain why, as the quotation nom 

. '. .... .., .. Marx n~tes, .. comIp.~rcia1.· slavery pres~pposes ~. ;capiWist. 
[June 19, 1990] ; ,world outside it, urilikea feudal initnor oli which ~~\iati~ty;", 

of craftsmen made-a self~sufficient little world. Marx's 
conclusion is based on the key point about an economic 
sYstem: its· method for exploitmg the direct produce'rS. ',;' 

Dear Supplement: . . . ~:;" ',..,' . 
" , 

, -rrJte. sw~dish. coIrtr~deS" dfRed, Dawn raised' the' topic of '. 
sHlve:ry,intheVnited States:They claimed that internation'::.' . 
aI, competition on : the 'cotton' market, from Egypt .for ' 
example, compelled slaveowners toiriech~mize' (Supplement, ' 
May 1990, p. 13)., . . ' . 

, Mechartization did not happen; nor could it happen:-k, 
slaveoWner could -not' let slaves :operate machinery 'that 
requires care. They had, no incentive even t6 avoid running ' .• 
the' 'blade of a pJow into, a 'rock. Plantation PloWs were 
consequeIitly;heavier and less em.(de~t,t.han:~~i&1su~e?bY' 
free farmers m the North. For the same' reason, pl'antatlons ' 
used mules, not horses. 'Field machines were rare.' 

The slave syst~m had an~dvantage. In the nrwUnited 
States, capitalists always complained about a scarcity of 
labor, because' as Soon as a worker cpidd stake Qut a farm 
or small shop, he would Jeave his job. (Capital, Vol, I, last' 

- chapter) ~:\;:~. 

-'Howe"~r~ the slave system ,had many disadvantages. 
Planters'c<1b.ld only grow crops tended by gangs· of slaves 
concentrated. t6gether under a~ overseer's constant watch 

By the middle 1800s, when Northern industrial capitalists 
had become a more important economic force, when petty
bourgeois' famers could buy field machines, and when the 
labor sh9rtage.of colonial times was overcome, the slave 
system was doomed. Its form of exploitation, preventecJ it 
fro'm mechanizing. '. . 
. 'However, planter politicians' and justices dominated the' 
federalgoveinment and ·used it· against· the North. They 
tried 'to· maintain power' by carving new slave states olit of 
.the" MidweSt, which would prop' up planter 'weight. in. 
Congress. This was a reason for the u.s. land grab. from 
MeXico in'is:48, too. Finally, last-ditch political maneuvers 
eQuId no.longer make up for declining econ~mic strength. 
The" planters abandoned their position in' _ the. federal' 
government and resorted to war. 

History showed that commercial slavery couId exist only 
in the early days of bourgeois SOCiety. The crucial economic 
relation in a 'society is the fOrIn in which the direCt 
producers are exploited (or, in a socialist state,not ex
ploited). This is the basis for relations of exchange w~ch 

; \ . , 
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may exist between societies. Analysis of U.S. slavery 
confirms this general result of historical 'materialism. 

A reader in Oakland, California '0 

From the prisons 

One prisoner, requesting literature, writes: " .. .! am kep~ 
in solitary confinement 231h. hours a day, 7 days a week, so 
I read a lot of Mro-American literature such as pamphlets 
and books. ... I, have virtually no access to recreation or 
cultural activities, and generally live in the ~ost primitive 
conditions. Prisoners like myself have spent months, ang, 
.sometimes yea~ iIi this type of situation. And I do go to 
school for the betterment of myself of self-activation and 
motivation which is the liberation of the mind, but all that 
I seek in the house of oppression is not all there 'cause 
they don't want us t9 see the light 'of our origin, name, 
language & culture, ... " 

Another prisoner writes: "I am a young black man in 
the pit .of society's hell, sentenced to 15 to 30 years. 
Recently I earned 730 days in a segregated housing unit for 
rebelling against the police in Attica, along with 500 and 

more other companions, after a fellow prisoner James 
Charles was killed in A-block yard by the police in Attica . 
. ,. I'm in desperate need 'to feed my mind stimulating 
literature for mental growth and development." 

Albert Chui Clark, #79979, an inmate of Angola prison 
in Louisiana, wrote denouncing the murder of fellow 
prisoner Johnny Augustine by prison guards, which is being 
passed off as asuicide. He writes that: "It's been nearly a 
year now since a· fellow prisoner (here at the Louisiana 
State Penitentiary, Angola, Louisiana) was murdered by 
several prison guards:' Although -the State has long ended 
its perfunctory probe 'of the matter, th~ family and friends 
of the victim continue to work to demand that the state 
exhume the body, for the purpose of determining whether 
or not his body was as maimed as the funeral home 
director state it as. [The'Louisiana Weekry of Sept 16, 1989 
reported that Donald Doyle Jr., of Doyle's Funeral Home, 
said that "It's unusual. When you hang YOlrrself, you break 
your neck. But his back 0 was brok.en, too."] As you are 
aware, every little bit counts. ,With your assistance in 
reporting, on this cause, we might be' able to focus the 
neededn~tional publicity on the matter, necessary to force 
the state of Louisiana to foot the expense for exh'uming the 
body." [J 

The bourgeoisie says communism.isdead, 
but th.e ,working class continues' to . grow 

From a speech .given at the MLP May Day meeting in 
Oakland, California: , . 

We face May Day this year in the midst of the greatest 
barrage against communism and the working class any of 
us have ever witnessed. This is a s9rt of culmination to the 
cold war propaganda we were raised on. A culmination 
which says that the West has won the cold war. 
Communism is dead, \yorthless, the working class 
experiment a failed one. Ju~t this morning a commentator 
on National Public :Radio said that "May Day has been 
shoved into the dustbin of history." 

And yet May Day seems just as appropriate to us as 
ever, and maybe more so. International workers' day. So 
here we are pausing to note some things about the working 
class, on the day it has set aside for itself to do just that. 

Immense spread of the working class 

'Just last Sunday the Examiner/Chronicle reported ana 
,strike at the Hyundai shipyard in South Korea. This is the 
largest shipyard in the world. Its waterfront runs for four 

miles. It took 10,000 police,some 600 of whom arrived by 
boat, to suppress a sit~down strike in the yard. Workers 
retaliated by throwing firebombs" steel bars, rocks and 
pieces at' metal. They fired on the police with home-made 
cannons. 

The government undertook this repressive action when 
other plants threatened to stage sympathy strikes. The 
governing party said, "The survival of the national economy 
was at stake." . 

All this, by the way, made page thirteen of the bighly 
unreadable Swulay Examiner, so maybe you missed it. 

But I think it points to a few things. The proletariat's 
position at the center of things makes it, as the ruling party 
spokesma'n put it, capable of threatening "the survival of 
the national economy." 

This potential capability of the working class is rooted 
in its numbers, its concentration at vital points of the 
bourgeois system, and especially in its class position as 
exploited wage slaves with no interest in exploitation. 

And the proletariat is everywhere .. In far flung corners 
of the world. In Katmandu, fo~ example, it is workers who 
are waging battle. The Workers' Advocate has an'article on 



Katmandu where, just this April, the movement against the 
monarchy there picked up stea~ from the ranks of the 
urban working class. On April 2 a general 'strike brought 
Katmandu to a halt. And on Ap'ril 4, electricity workers 

\ blacked out the main towns. Other actions followed. 
This is relatively new and vastly important in the world. 

Capitalist development since the end of World War II 
expanded the ranks of the industrial working class the 
world over-including the revisionist countries, Latin 
America, and the r,\fro-Asian countries which won indepen
dence with the collapse of the old colonialism. And in all 
these places the working class has been learning how to. 
build its struggle and organization. 
- In Asia, the working c1a~s has grown by leaps and 
bounds despite the harsh realities of low wag~ and labor 
repression. 

We have seen the workers not only m South Korea 
stand up and say enough, but the first strikes took place in 
Taiwan in many decades, ditto in Thailand. ElseWhere in 
that region too, in the Philippines, India, and IJ3angladesh 
the. workers waged a number of militant labor campaigns. 

In Africa, the black workers of South Mrica showed, 
themselves to be the backbone of the great upsurge against . 
apartheid. 'l'he rest of Mrica also saw explosions by the 
working people. The capitalists speak of the 80's as a great 
decade of prosperity, but the Mrican working people were 
hit worse tha:n anyone else by the crisis of world capitalism.' 

. Against austerity and International Monetary Fund dictate, 
workers in diverse parts of Mrica rebelled in the streets: in 
Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, Zambia, Morocco, and Nigeria. 

Depression worsened by IMP austerity also repeatedly· 
brought out the workers qf Latin America and the Carib
bean. The continent was shaken by massive strike waves 
and general strikes. Workers took part in the struggles 
against mi1i~ary dictatorship and death squad regimes-"--frQm 
Chile to El Salvador, Argentina to Venezuela. 

The face, of things has changed. 1t is no longer just 
peasants who arystruggling in Asia,' Mrica, and Latin 
America. More and more the world is breaking down· into 

'the two great classes of the modern epoch-the bourgeoisie 
and the proletariat. 

Victory chants of the bourgeoisie 

But there's something that feels particularly pertinent 
about restating these ~hings this May Day. 

Because we also notice that, with revisionism's collapse, 
the bourgeoisie is crowing about its victory in the cold war, 
and it is stepping up its propaganda campaign against 
socialism; Marxist-Leninist theory and, most particularly, the 
capacity of the working class to rule. 

With the increase of the size of the proletariat, and its 
impact World-wide, this couldn't come at a better time for 
them .. " " 

" For the moment the collapse of revisionism is giving the 
western.capitalists a heyday for propaganda against the idea 
of the working class transforming so<::iety. As the fake 
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'''workers' states" ~n Eastern Europe colla-pse, we again 
hear the refrain that the working Class is passe. 

This is not a new cry. Ever since the mid-1800's when 
the workers first came out with their movemeilt and 
mounted the stage of history, the paid mouthpieces of· 
capital have regularly pronounced the death of the prole
tarian movement. Today they are pushing this line with a 
vengeance. 

But, interestingly enough, in this past decade, the work
ing class emerged as a.force in the shaking up of revisionist 
state capitalism. In 1980, it was the working class of Poland 
which stood up. Its struggle could not be snuffed .out even 
by the repression of martial law. , 

In China, as Deng Xiaoping carried out his market 
reforms, working class ilnrest began to rise. Strikes broke 
out. And in the spring of '89 when the, students demon
strated, the regime panicked precisely when the workers 
began to join the students. 

In the Soviet Union, the miners' strike last summer 
marked the first big upheaval of the working class in 
decades. In state capitalist Russia, politics has' been. 
dominated either by revisionist bureaucrats who still falsely 
call themse~ves (communists-or by pro-Western dissident 
intellectuals. Workers have fought some heroic battles 
there, but by and large the Soviet working class has 
remained quiescent. No more. ' 

And, of course, last fall it was when ·the working class 
came out to join the students, youth and intellectuals in the 
streets of Eastern Europe that the regimes began to topple. ' 
Surely,' such was the case in Czechoslovakia and Romania. 

And these are only some of the more obvious cases 
where workers walked onto the stage and changed things. 

We shed no tears over the 
revisionist regimes 

In the same way that the bourgeois mouthpieces lie 
about the working class not having the capacity to make 
powerful changes in the world, or to" rule, so too they lie 
about the nature of the regimes that have just collapsed. . 

Despite all their rhetoric about being socialist, .these 
regi~es have shown themselves to be. nothing b~t the 
tyranny of a small crust of wealthy bureaucrats over the 
working people. What is dying in Eastern Europe is not 
communism. Rather it is revisionist st~te" capitalism, the 
perversion of Marxism-Leninism into a spe,cial type of 
capitalist tyranny. .' 

The Marxist-Leninist Party sheds no tears over the fall 
of these regimes. Our Party is anti-revisionist. We have 
built our PartY from they outset, not just on the basis' of 
fighting U.S.-style capitalism but also by rejecting the 
phony communism -revisionism -of the contemporary 
Soviet Union and its allies. 

Still, since anti-revisionist communism doesn't presently 
exist ~ a mass political current in these Eastern European 
countries and because the communist label has been 
pan~ded 'atound by the revisionist traitors for,so long, it is 
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not hard to see how many workers there blame communism 
for the crimes of revisionism. And, for the mj)ment, $~re 
certainly is a inood of euphoria over I what's seen as'the 
aIternative-western-style politics and economics. 

But the collapse is also exposing to workers all over. the 
world the tnie'state-capitalist nature of these societies,' and 
this is helping to clear the way for an extension of the. 
class .struggle on a vast scale. 
. . The ~MLF believes that the collapse of revisionism, 
despite'the temporary strengthening of anti-cotnniunist 
propaganda, will help clear the way to a' new revival of 
workers' communism worldwide. A communist movement 
built on the shoulders o.f the international wQrking class 
which has grown immensely. A communism built 011 the 
proniise of the technical marvels of humanity to. fulfill the 
real needs 'of humanity: A communiI'm b,uil! 'on the basis of 
hostility t9all forms of capitalist tyranny-East or West. A, 
communist movement lifted out from under the shadow of 
the U.S.-Soviet rivalry of the <:old ,war. 

'Sta:~nation In the U.S. 

But on this May Day we' can't help but notice that 
things are dark in ,the U.S. The working cla~s was hit 
during the 80's with major concessions drives ind was set 
oacle. Actually this happened in all the traditional centers . 
of capitalism, in the . developed' capitalist couiltri~ of 
Europe, North America; Japan, the workers'mqvement was 
set back: . - . . . . 
. '. But deSpite the' weight of 'the massive trade union 
bto:eaucracies arrayed' against them, workers in these lands 
have mounted some powerful strike ,actions. Such were the 
actions of the British coal' miners,- French rail workers, 
German metal workers, and U.S. miners and meatpackers. 

The U.S. in the 80's. began with a recession and the 
. unity· of the capitalist class-represented by both 
Democrats and Republicans-around a program to slash, 
the standard of living of. the masses. 

The decade. ended with the "teflon" society"":"'a most 
arrogant. rule with no accountability to the masses. The 
bourgeoisie can raise taxes, cut social programs,' ignore 
AIDS, invade any country it damn well pleases, rig any 
election-in any country; It can crumple up and .throw in 
the trash any piece of paper the masses may rely on from 
labor contracts, court rulings from Roe vs. Wade to local 
initiatives like .the Oakland nuclear-free initiative or Prop. 
103. ' 

The Chzysler bailout in 1979 which began the ~ffensive: 
. of job elimination and concessions spread through every 
industry. Racial discrimination, union-busing (herald¢ by 
.Patco), flag-waving against foreign workers, environmental 
disaster, homelessness, anti-women outrages are everyday 
news. . . 

This united, bipartisan offensive of the capitalists. has 
discouraged and disorganized' the workers and set back 
their struggle. But elements have been growing, bu.bbling 
beneath th~ surface, for a wider struggle ~y the .working 

class. 
What we must do here is realize that the U.S. is not 

exempt form the class struggle, though it may seem to be 
for'a time. We must look carefully to see the elements th~t 
are growing up within the belly of the beast,' and that will 
make the tum toward building a powerful mass movement, 
and eventually overthrowing the rule of the rich. 

I want to touch on just a few-the movement of 
workiDg class' women and the" growing .disgust with the 
trade unio'n bureaucrats. . 

In this I. realize I'm ignoring the boiling anger of the 
Afro-American COnilnwrlty against its increasing impoverish
ment; and fascist repression coming in the name of the war 
,on drugs; I am ignoring the homeless question; theques
tions of the inuriigrants,' the. decaying schools, cities, 
;housing, and bourgeoiS culture, and the riSe of Christian 
fundamentalists who are fighting to have us all adopt their 
~'traditional values". I do this simply out of time consider
ations. When we reach. the discussion section of this 
meeting, any and all of these questions can be brought up 
for consideration. . 

Increasing numbers of women workers 

The number of women workers has· grown thfough the 
SO's to some 55 million women in 1989, 45% of all workiDg 
people: They,have been the, backbone for strikes such, as 
at the Watsonville cannery and in the hospitals.' And they 
are in the center of new organizing drives among clerical, 
reStaurant, clothing, food processing and other workers. 
Their growing numbers arid militancy have pushed forward 
struggles for particula,r issues like equal pay, child care, and ' 
health care. And of course, on the abortion issue. 

The capitalist offensive against women and, in particular, 
the crusade agains~ abortion rights, has been met with a 
mass movement that has been able to sustain itself for over 
two years. Women are fighting mad about the drive t6 strip 
them. 'of safe, legal abortions, and they are beginning to see 
that it is just part of the offensive to drive women back 
and, whip up a fascist mass movement. 

The growing proletarianiZation of women is providing a 
base of militancy to fight back. This is a key point that the 

. opportunists and trotskyists involved in the' women's 
movement disagree with. Oh, they'll talk once in a while 
about going to workiDg w9men, or women of color, to deal 
with the pro-choice question. But what they really mean is 
to go to some Democratic PartY-controlled community 
group, or even certain women's business associations. They 
do not mean to go to the factory gates,the depths of east 
or west Oakland. They say that takes too long. I fear that 
their drive is in actuality one to cozy up to the Democratic 
Party in order to push it to the left. There are old dreams, . 
and they have never worked. -

. When.' the movement breaks through" to appeal to 
working and oppressed women whose movement it really is, 
then it will catch fire and' spread. It has been wonderful' 
that this movement has sustained itself this far, it shows the 
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breadth of its 'support: Butit has to go broader in order to 
win. 

P~o-capltallst trade 'unio,n officialdom 
, 

Another element for change, boiling under the surface, 
. is the growing disgust in the working class with the trade 

union bureaucrats. This stratum ,has so stubboI1lly opposed 
the workers . fighting the bosses, that their name has 
become synonymous with sell-out. '" 

.' '. I 
Why. not a working class.lmp~lnt on events? 

Why haven't the workers been able to put their .imprint 
on more of what they have the power to change? For 
example, in Eastern Europe, where they have beeri so 
instrumental m making the change? .'. , 

Whether the working cl~sscan take'''advantage of the ' 
developiFg situ~tioii depends on' it finding its o~ voice and 

" getting organized/ For the working class' to have its 
potential brought out fully, it has to forge unity around a 
platform based on its own class interests and goals. For 
this, workers need their own organization, and especially a 
proletarian party. 

And, at. the' end of the twentieth century,' it is here that 
the international working, class movement is the weakest, 
That is why, despite massive sacrifices in struggle, the 
workers have the fruits of their battles stolen by pro
capitalist forces. They can shake up Eastern Europe, but it 
is others who take the reigns of government. The same: is 
repeated in' many other places, where old tyrannies have 
been replaced by more subtle f?rms, of capitalist d,omiria-
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tion: 
The crying tasks facing .the workers the world over is 

building the1r independent political movements; free of. 
liberal and reformist· iiUl~nces. With the orientation of 
class struggle, towards socialism and communism. 

The forces of WOrkers' comntunisin' are taking on this 
task. The comrades of the KPRP ill the Philippines, the 

. Marxist-Leninis~ Party of Nicaragua, communists in Bangla
,desh, and other fo~~es youmay be·familiar with through 
the pages of Worke~' Adyocate, are figp,ting to sort out the 
tasks for making revolution iIi the world today. Right now ' 

\ 'these f01:c~ rem.am scattered, divided, and small in size. 
But they represent the future hope fQr the worIdng I!lass 
tisi~g to take fue center stage 0f.revolutionary change.. . 

. In the. U.S. our Party has been beset :with the harsh. 
realities of the 8O's~ Yet it has continued to fight against 
the betrayal' of the union bureaucrats;tbe belly-crawling of 
the refor~ts, and the liquii:lationist despair of the revision
ists . and trotskyists. And despite fact01Y' closures and the 
ebb)n the movement, the party has been able to find new 
ways.. to maintairi its ties with the masses and their indepen
dent strivings.· '. 

.As we celebrate May Day,· and assess the movement 
worldwide, some of the faces we see'\ve.have been sending 
greetings to for several' May' Days-the PalestiIiians,the 
South Africans'Yho struggle aga~st apartheid, the Nicara
gUan. Some are new-the workers in Nepal, for example. 
Yes, we all have some distance to go before we can create 

_ ~ SOCiety fit for human habitation, but it is still the working 
class which hasthe,l>otential to march together and' cr,.eate 
a new, world. ' . c 

----------~----------~--------~~----~------~----------------~------------------~--. , 

Corrections' , 
~ "'. 

, .' ~ . / 

: ,In the article "Parental notification", on page 7 of the .. 
July'-1 issue' of the Workers' Advocatt, it states in the 

.', second paragraph on column two that '''And a large number 
of 'judges have been appointed by Reagan' and Bush 

. aecQrding to· the ~'litmus tese of opposing abortion." 
' .. But the Reagan. and Bush adminis~a~ions .. appoint 

federal judges, while presumably state and local judges, 
would deal with young women under the' parental 
notification and consent bills. Of course, a large number' of 
these judges are also Reaganite. / , 

* * 

. In the conclusion to "Our views on the Swedish article' '. 
on the. method for studyirlg history'; in the, June 15 

I 

" 

Supplement: 
.... i,' 

, . 

..... On page. 24, coL 2, 2~d paragraph from the bottom:.' 
"With:tbeir-current theOrieS,;;." ·should be "But ,with ( . 

the~r current theories".'; . 

" I " 

On page 25, col.' 2, four liries from the bottom, 
i~pJllIosophical objective'" should be "phil<;>sophical 
objection". 

On page 26, .col. 2; paragraph four, "transition events" 
sho~ld' be :'transitional measures". . 

On page 26, cot 2, paragraph s~ line two, "looked out 
froin" should be "looked' at from". - c 
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\. On M~ndela'~ tour of the U.S. 

/. 

Continued from the front page \ 

segregated' areas which South Mrica set up as oversized 
concentration camps for blacks in the name of independent 
countries. The country was hit by"a series of strikes by the 
black workers. Tens of thousands or mine workers launched ' 
"rolling strikes," marches and sit-ins. Health workers and 
teachers truck against the'atrocious conditions in hospitals 
and schools. ' 

Racist rulers running scared I 

While the masses have not been able t6 win a decisive 
victory and overthrow their white capitalist exploiters, their 
undaunted, struggle has convinced most of the 'South 
Mrican white bourgeoisie that they must find a new way to 
rule. They fear that continuing in the old way will lead to 
revolution. As De Klerk said recelltly, "Everything we do 
is to avoid revolution." 

The apartheid regime knows that a revolutionary upsurge 
could' put an end t9 ,the system of white privilege. The ,< 

businessmen know that a revoluti9n in which the workers 
are a strong force would end up dispossessing the white 
capitalist bloodsuckers. Fear of' such ~n outcome has led 
the apartheid rulers to search for a deal with mimdela and 
the African National Congress (ANC). The black elite, 
especially the mc l~ders and kindred politicians, will be 
allowed entry into a share pf power, so long as the 
exploitation of black labor by the wealthy white capitalists 
can continue.' , , 

Zimb,abwe solution: Economy °In the hands 
of white capitalists ' 

i 

This would be a, variant of the "Zimbabwe solution". 
Th.ere, the black leaders who led the movement against I 

racist, rule were eventually allowed to control the, govern
ment. But the deal they made for this has allowed key 
sectors of the economy to remain in the hands of white 
owners. For, ten years the Zimbabwe leaders have practiced 
this poliCY. They have kept the workers a;nd peasants down, 
protected~he profitsuf the big white farmers and capital-, 
ists and enriched themselves.' 

I 

Something siinilar has taken place in many U.S. cities. 
'Mter the black re\)ellions of the 60's, the D.s. capitaljsts ' 
began seriousl,y grooming a black elite. The capitaiists ' 
conceded mayorships' in a number of cities: Detroit, 
Atlanta, Oakland, LA, N.Y.C., Chicago. The big corpora
tions owned by the white capitalists continu~ to run (or 
destroy) the economy while the Coleman Youngs, the 
Andrew Youngs, the Wilsons and Bradleys and their 
hangers-on have become rich. The black workers and 
unemployed rl:}main crushed and impoverished. But now 
they are kept from ,rebelling by black leaders in City Hall 

· and at the head of police departments. The struggle against 
· racism in the U.S. remains' a key.issue. 

The black workers and poor have hot 
fought for half-way solutions 

Certainly change is coming to SQuth Africa. But the 
, . \ 

question is: will the black masses carry their struggle to a 
revolution that will completely sweep aside the racist 
system, the racist rulers, and lay the basiS to end all the 

· exploitation and misery of the . black masses? Or will De . 
Klerk's reforms an~ negotiations stop the struggle halfway? 

The workers and poor of South Africa cannot trust their 
fate to deals at the top between the aspiring black elite 
and the white ruling Class. We, the working people, mU$t 
support the black masses and a revolutionary overthrow, of 
the racist system. . 0 

While the U.S. ruling class courts the ANC delegation: 
Anti-racist fighters in the U.S. 
want revolution' in South Africa 

Nelson Mandela is making a whirlwind ten-day tour of 
the U.S. Everywhere he goes he is receiving a big welcome. 
The media is talking up what it calls "Mandela mania". 

,On the 'one hand, ordinary working people and anti
apartheid activists are coming out in tens of thousands to 
express support for the her()ic ~truggle ·of the black masses 
in South Africa. ' 

On the other hand, there i,s the ugly spectacle of cor- ' ! 
porate big-wigs, politicians, rich celebrities and of the black 
elite embracing Nelson Mandela as a hero. They are plunk-

. ing down thousand-dollar-bills to talk business with' the 
ANC entourage over dinner:~ 

The same capitalists who just yesterday (and even today) 
raked in billions lof dollars iIi" blood money from their' 
South 'African subsidiaries are now praising Mandela. And 
the politicians-like President Bush who worked with 
Reagan to prop up the &tha regime, or Detroit Mayor 
Coleman Young whosel police department built liukli with. 
the South African security forces~these politicians are 
rolling out the red carpet. ' < • 

Even the administration of the University of California 
at Berkeley wanted to host a reception for Mandela. This 
is the same administration which just a few years ago called 
in police forces from allover the Bay Area ~o brutally 
crush anti-apartheid demonstrations on campus. To this day 
it has billions of dollars invested in South Africa. 

Theseare the forces looking for negotiations and deals. 
They want Nelson Mandela to use his credentials with the 
masses: his 27-year imprisonment. his lifelong fight against 
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apartheid, ,'to negotiate the, deal. The capitalists, the 
Democratic anI;!' Republican politicians:andthe black elite 
in the U.S. all hope' that. Mandelaand 'lhe ANe will 
prevent revolution. Above all they want' "peace" so they 
can get ~eir share from the 'exploitation of the black 
workers.," 

But it is, not peace and harmony which is around the 
comer, but· a new period of struggle. To, fight for their i 
demands, the wQrkers and poor of South Africa urgently 

. " . I • " .' 
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need their independent struggle. ,,~, // , v-

. South African ,workers have'ShoWii, their: militancy and 
strength. They have also shown that they will D"ot passively 
sit by without, expressing their own demands. Still, the ' 
workers' consciousness of having interests separate from'the 
aspiring blB:l;k elite js weak. They are riot yet organized as 
an independent revolutionary trend. It is this w~kness that 

, must be tackled h~d on as the task of the day.c 
" 

Use Mandela's visit to, build the struggle: 

Sup'port the re,bellicn' againstapartheidl 
'Fight growing' racism, in', the U.S.! ' " 

The foll~wing articles are exc~'Pted from the June 14 iss.ue 
of Boston Worker, paper of the MLP-Boston. Ii also had the 

'aiticle (~partheid: American style-Bush's war on drugs and 
crime is really a war on Mack people'~ 7,000 were distributed, 
lit the Manck/a rally, and the MLP had a balmer at qn' 
entrance. 

'Nelson Mandela, th~ long-imprisoned lead~r of 'the 
. African NatiQnal Cpngress will speak jlt a rally in Boston ' 
an, Saturday, June 23 as pa{t of a 13~nation tour. 
Hundreds' of thousands of people will turn out'to see and 
hear Mandela. ,People will come to show their support Jor' 
the heroic struggle of the black workers ,and youth of South 
AfriCa against the brutal regime of apartheid slavery. They 
Will also cOijle out to express their hatred for the racis,m 
right here in the USA." . _ .. _ 
, Mandela's release from prison ~ a victory of the struggle 

of the masses in South Af'iica am;i aronnd ,the world. But 
the fight of the black people in South Africa for freedoD! ' 

, , totally overthrow the apartheid regime, for full equality
. and {or freedom from exploitation by a priviJeged min~ri
t:y;We must st~nd ,with. our black brothers and sisters in 
South Africa. We must ,fight to force the US govem:rn,ent 
and US corpo,rations to cut aU ties and all trade with South 
Africa., _. , .' ,,' " , , 

, ,For twQ -decades, the same wealthy gep.tlemen, wh9 are' 
todl}.y pretending to be'_ friends of blacks in South' Africa, 

, have 'been .trying to drive black Ainericans back to the 
apaI1heid-like conditions that existed'in America before th~ 
1960's. They financed anti-bllSizig campaigns, gutted laws ' , 

,against diSCrimination, cut back on jobs, and, housing, 
"starved inner city schools; 'floodedth~ ghettoes with drugs 
and then; used the, cry of "War on i Drugs" to impose 
military occupation on black communities. Let us use 
Mandela's'visit to rebuild' the mass struggle against racism 
'right here-in the USA. -',' ' , ", 
.' '. I 

Come ou~ to, the, Mandela rally. Bring signs and banner,s 
denouncing the racist rulers of both South Africa and the 

, USA Death to AplJ-rtheici! Death to Racism! ',c 

What are the De Klerk/ANC 
negotiations about?, 

, is far from over as the politicians and medi, in' America 
would like us to believe. Even as Mandela travels on his 
world tour, the racist regime in South Africa guns down 
protesting teenagers and sinkers' in' the" streets.: If tOday 
American politicians and corporate leaders are ; Wooing 
Nelson'Mandela with $5,OOO~a~plate dinners 'and lavish 
praise, it is not ~use tliey 'have given up their support 
'for apartheid slavery. It 'is, because 'they ,want Mandela to . 
help them control and. stop the struggle 'of the black maSses" 
in South Africa, so that the corporations can get back to " 
making big bucks off black labor. They want Mandela's 
help in stabilizing the apartheid system With a few power-
sharing ,reforlnS. ' , 

But the ,workers and'students in, South, Africa are not' 
fighting for a few minor reforms. They are fighting to 

. Why did be l(1erk, who has lb~g directed the b100dy 
suppression of the black' majority in South Africa release 
Marid,ela lind enter into negotiations with him? 

The white ,capitalists in South Africa and their corporate 
'partners in Anierica and Europe .have been badly shaken 
by the rebellion of the black masses. The economy in South 
Africa has go~e into a tailspin. They know that if the 

\. 
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revolutionary struggle continues sooner or later they will: 
lose the paradise o(p.rofits and luXury they have enjoyed 

, on the backs of the black workers. And S9 they want to 
make a deal with Mandela and theANC to. have them cool 
Dut tl\e black masses. 

'In exchange they are willing to offer· some minor ' 
reforms like lifting the State of EmergencyaIld granting 
some power-sharing for, the black eJ:!.te., They are even 
willing to eventually turn over the reins of government to . ' 
the ANC and. the black elite providell that the economic. 
and social privileges of the rich white minority are 

/ protected. In other 'Words, they would like to put some 
black faces in high places so t~at they can continue to ' 
oppress and exploit the poor black majority., ' 

Unfortunately, Mandela and the ANC leaders are willing 
to hQld back the revolutionary struggle to negotiate some 
kind of poweHharing larrangement. That is the meaning 

, , ' 

I 

of Mandela's repeated calls for djsc!pline and restraint. 
Of course the white regiine and its imperialist backers 

like, George Bush would like t9 give the least possible 
concessions to, the masses. WhiieBush is trying to woo 
Mandela, he is also trying to strengthen De Klerk's white 
racist regime; Next mqnth, Bush will receive De Klerk in 
the White House. He is trying to use the token reforms 
made by De Klerk and' the negotiations with .Mandela as' 
an excuse to lift any eC9nomicsanctions against SOuth 
Africa. In fact, Bush has already lifted restrictions on steel 
imports from SOuth Africa. This' violates US law and 
Congress has hardly raised a peep. 

How much the, black masses win in the current situation 
depends not on the negotiations between De. Klerk and 
Mandela, but on how much the revolutionary struggle 
against \ the apartheid rulers and their imperialist backers 
develops., ' , ; [J 

Is Detroit'.s Mayor Youngafi·ghter 
agai'nst ap~rtheid?' ' 

i . . 

, B,elow is one:of the ,articles from the June_ 23 issue, of 
Detroit Workers' YoiCe,:paper of the MLP~Detroit. 7,OOO-were 
(listributed June 28 wlzen Mandela addressed a big· rally at 
Tiger Stadium. Also' in the paper were the 'lead article 
"Revolution, yes! ApartheifJ, no!" on the si'rugglein South 
Africa; "Workers, unite' and-fight this'racisin" against racist 
attacks in the Detroit area and on their relation to the racist 

. plague throughout the country; and "'!''In and around Detroit 
-working people ,'{n struggle." . 

Nelson Mandela,iicoming to Detroit and anti-apartheid 
sentiment is running at a: fever" pitch. All kipds of politi
cians and,celebrities are jumping up to associate themselves 
with the fight against the 'South African, racists. Mayor 
Coleman Young himself will be welcoming Mandela to the 
city. But'is Young r~lly a fighter against apartheid? Let's 
take a look at his record. 

··Despite loud protests;Young hired Combustion En
gineering (CE) to build the toxic waste burner in Detroit. 
Besides the fact that the incinerator will poison the people 
of Detroit, CE is a company with extensive ties to South 
Africa, operating tiir~ subsidiari~ there, and building 
power complexes directly for the white racist go~ernment, 

··In 1984 Young tried to make a, contract with John 
McGoff, a known'agept of.the apartheid regime, to set up 
his floating restaurant caUed the "Star of Detroit. " Public' 
outcry caused the deal to fall through. , 

·.Buying and selling South"Afrkan gold coins-:I(ruger~, - ,,-' ' 

ra~ds-has been illegal since 1985. But the Detroit Free 
Press (March 6-9, 1990) reports tMt Young's private firm, 
Detroit'Technology and Investments, made 3 transactions. 
in Feb. 1988/ involVing the sale of 295 krugerrands as part , 
of a $100,000 gold deal. Young's partner, Kenneth Weiner, 
bought the coins from foreign companies and then 'resold 
,them at a big profit. Young denies any knowledge of the 
krugerrands. But then he also claims to have reported these 
business dealings to the IRS. How could he then now have 
known about the kruggerand deal!! , 

··South African st~l raiis were used, ,in building the 
Detroit People Mover and were only' removed after an 
&ngry publiC"reaction. , 

··In 1983, the Young administration sent a representa~ 
tive of the Detroit Police Department to South Africa to 
visit police installations there. Young's cop praised those 
racist police for' being better trained and disciplined than 
many in the U.S." / 

··When the movement for divestment came up, Detroit 
wouid have been an ideal place to target the auto monopo
lies who were entrenched in South Africa~ Instead Mayor 
Young lobbied hard against requiring the auto companies 
to divest themselves of holdings in South Africa. He put 
the prouts of Ford and GM ahead of the demands of the 
SOuth African anti-apartheid fighters for sanctions against 
the racist regime: ", ' -

Throughout tb,e 1980's the anti-apartheid movement 
flared up in cities across the country. But instead of joinlng 



the ntilitant marches or supporting the student sit-ins and 
shantyto~_ protests, Mayor YoUng 'carried on b~sineSs as 
usual with South Africa. Why? Because Mayor Young's 
biggest backers are the very wealthy capitalists who have a 
big stake in South Africa. M~while, in Detroit, his 
policies have chiefly benefited the auto monopolies and the 
downtown real estate speculators while little has trickled 
down to the working masses of Detroit. It is business 
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inter~ts which dominate Mayor '+oung'sconce~, not what 
is best for the black people of South- Africa or Detroit. 

So when Mayor Young stands before us with clenched 
fist,shouting "Amandla," remember his actions lindnot juSt 

! his words. Whose side is Coleman Young on? 'The rich ot 
the working people of Detroit and South Africa? You' be 
the judge! ' c 

:~ 

"New-York Workers',Voi,ce" on, Mandela's visit 
Excerpted from the June 20 issue of New York Workers' 

Voice, paper of the MLP-N.Y., which also reprinted the article 
"Justice for Yusuf Hawkins" from the JZI;ne 1, issue of the 
Workers' Advocate. ' 

Apartheid No! Revolution Yes! 

Every U.S. presidential administration, including the 
current one, has both openly and secretly aided the racist 
South African regime against the bitter opposition of the 
,anti-apartheid movement througho,ut the World. In fact, the 
CIA even played a key role in setting up Mandela fqr 
capture and imprisonment by the apartheid regime back in 
'1986; 

Yet this week various U.S. politiCians, up to President 
Bush himself, are rolling out the welcome mat for Nelson 
Mandela, a leader of the African National Congress. They 

'are pretending to be great opponents of apartheid. Why 
this display of unbounded hypocrisy? 

The mass struggle is "forcing 
- Bush and De Klerk's hands 

The mid-and late-1980's witnessed a tremendous mass 
'upheaval in South Africa. The black majority has stood up 
to the bu11ets and' whips of the racist apartheid regime. 

It was this mass struggle, combinoo with a tottering 
economy, which forced De Igerk, the South African, 
President, to attempt a compromise with the ANe. It was 
also this mass struggle which is forcing BliSh' and Co. to 
smile on Mandela. # 

Bush and De KIerk remain dieh~rd enemies of the South 
Africaninasses. But apartheid's . draconian measures'alone 

have proven incapaole of wiping out the black Iilas~es' 
resolve. ¥d so they are shifting their tactics. 

New tactics to avoid revolution 

Today everyone, including ,Bush and De KIerk, realizes 
' that South African society cannot continue as before. But 

what will feplace this society? De Klerk and B~h hav~ 
their answer. They would like to limit the changes" toa,' 
handful of concessions. And they would like to use these 
concessions, and their new found "friendship" tQwards the 
ANC, to hold back the masses. " 

This trickery by the racist regime and its good friend 
Bush should be soundly denouhced by all anti-apartheid 
activists. Unfortunately, this is not taking place everywhere. 
And to make matters worse, it is none other than.· Nelson 
Mandela who has described D~ KIerk as the door-opener 

"to a "new South Africa," and ,who has praised George 
Bush's hypocritical about-face. 

There is more to this than just misplaced diplomacy. 
Mandela is reflecting the policy of the ANC, which aims to 
negotiate a half-way solution with the regime. 

The deal being discussed may put an end to many harsh 
and hated features of the' apartheid regime. And~lack 
elite may be given a portion of power and privilege. But 
the oppressiori of the black working people would remain 
in force. The workers and poor may be able to breathe a 
little easier With the loosening of repression and discrimina
tion, but the miserable economic coIiditions in which the 
masses live won't be changed. ' 
" To, fight fo! their own demands, the workers and poor 
of South Africa urgently need their independent movement. 
Only a reV'olution which thoroughly' smashes the racist 
system can bring freedom to the long-suffering oppress~ 
people of South Africa. i ' c 
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Marx and Engels on'socialism 
Several comrades have prepared a collection of extracts 

from the' work of Marx and Engels on the subject of 
! , 

socialism. It is being carried in this issue and the next issue 
of the Supplement to encourage the study of the Marxist 
views on socialism. 

The views of Marx and Engels are important because 
they put forward a materialist view of socialism. They ar~ 
not based on inventing an idea of a better society, but on 
investigating the course of evolution of society. They are 
based on materialist analysis of what has caused the 
evolution of ~dciety in the past, and where it will go in the 
future. 

This goes against u'topian views. It also goes against the 
idea of socialism as some vague ideal, some collection of 
nice ,things, that allegedly has little relevance to the hard 
realities of life. And it strikes at philistine views which 

'simply imagine' socialism as the present society, but 
glorified and without its blemishes. 

A study of Marxist writings also brings up the points I 

made at the Third Congress of the MLP in Fall 1988 about 
distinguishing what might be called. "weak socialism", or a 
society s~ill in the proceSs of transition from capitalism 
towards socialism, from a society that is socialist in the full, 
Marxist sense of the term. (See the speech "On the party
wide study of the Marxist-Leninist study of socialism" in the 
January 15" 1989 issue of the Supplement.) 

Thi~ distinction between full socialism and "weak 
socialism" undercuts the wrong views, that have become a 
sort of modern-day orthodoxy, that portray the transitional 
steps towards SOCialiSm, steps which utilize state capitalist 
features, as already socialism. Worse yet, such views have 
also been used to portray the unadulterated state capitalism 
of revisionist society as socialism. 

The id~a is that simply state planningj nationalization of 
industry, and some sort of collectivization in agriculture is 
complete sociaHsm. In this concept, it doesn't matter 
whether a privileged bureaucracy exists, what the actual 
role of the ,working masses with respect to directing the 

'.stateccontrolled economy is, and what the overall relation 
of this economy to the working masses is. Nor does it 
matter whether commodity exchange' continues,and 
whether a mixed economy still exists with respect to small 
production. 

Such views were promoted for decades by Soviet 
revisionism. And it is also reflected in trotskyism. For 
example, those present-day trends loyal to orthOdox 
trotskyism have called for decades for a "political" revolu
tion ,in the USSR, as opposed to one which is also 'econom
ic and social, because they can not distingUish what 
revisionist state capitalism is. Instead they paint various of 
its economic features in some sort of socialist colors. 

The writings of Marx, Engels; and Lenin provide a 
different view of socialism and communism. 

* * * 
The extracts from Marx and Engels' works included in 



'. 

this collection include material from the early writings of 
, Marx and Engels as well as their later works. The views of ' 
Marx and'Engels on various questiOJlS developed over their 
lifetimes, based on the development of historical material
ism and additional experience. Some views changed. And a 
number of times· their fervent hopes for imminent revolu
tionary ~ents were frustrated. Yet, throughout it all, Marx 
and Engels were (along with Lenin) rare examples of 
people who are' able to maintain a consistent scientific, 
viewpoint throughout their entire lives. This gives added 
value to the study of their. works, which are indispensable 
for an understanding of the m~terialist and dialectical.' 
standpoint towards society,. ' , " . 
, This' collection'was prepared through readmg, workS 'of 
MarX and Engels l;lnd by also examining existing collections ' 

\ 

General definitions 
and' descriptions 
of socialism ' " 

Miscellaneous' 

Marx and Engels,. The German Ide%gy, 1845-46 _' 
, I.... 

I 

--
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of statements by' Marx and Engels. The comrades involved 
thought that this work of preparing all relev:ant extracts still 
wasn't complete. More work could be done on classifying 
the extracts into categories 'and preparing additional 
categories. Nor, for that matter, is there a commentary 
tracing the evolution of Marx and Engels' views .. But 

'publishing this cOllection in its present form will hopefully 
provide valuable, reference material and encourage further ' 
work on the subject 

* * * 
There are. some comments and added subheadsinter~ 

spersed with' the extracts. Those in angular brackets < > 
are by the, Suppl~ment, w~e those in square brackets 0 
are from the translators or editors of Marx's and Engel~ 

'works from which these extracts are taken. c 
. ," .' ~ . 

previous revolutions the mode of activity always remained 
unchanged and it was only' a question of a different 
distribution of this' ~ctivity., a new distIjbution of labor to 
other ~rsons, wliilSt the communist revolution is directed 
against the hitherto existing' mode' of activity, does away 
with <division of>' labor, and abolishes the rule of all 
classes with -the classes themselves, beCause it is carried 
through, by the class which no longer counts as a class in 
society, which is not recognized as a class, and is, in itself 
the expression of the dissolution of all classes, nationalities, 
etc., within present society; an<~ 4) Both for the production' 
on a mass' seale of this commUnist consciouSnesS, and for 
the SucceSs of the cause itself, the alteration of men on a , 
mass scale is necessary, an alteration' which can' only take 

Finally, from the conception of history we have sketch-, place in a practical movement, a revolution; the revolution 
'ed we obtain these further conclusions: (1) In the devel- is necessary, therefore, not Onlyb,ecause the ruling claSs 
opmenl' of productive for~ the~e comes a stage when' cannot be overthrown in any other way, but also beCause 
productive forces and means of interco~e are brought the class overthrowing it can only in a revolution succeed 
into being which, under the existing relations, only cause 'in ridding itself of all the muck of ages and become fitted , 
mischief, and are no longer productive but -destruc~ve ' to found SOCiety anew. 
forces (machinery and money); and connected with this, a ,(Ch. I "Feiterbach. Opposition of the Materialisifc and 
class is called forth which has to\bearall the burdens of' Idealistic Outlook" Section 2(c) "Natural and Civilized 

" " society without enjoying its advantages" which is ousted Instruments of Prodz!,ctionand Forms of Property") , 
. ' from ~iety and forced' into the sharpest contradiction to '. , , , , 

-all other classes; a class which forms the majority of all 
members of society, and from which emanates the 
consciousness of the necessity of a fundamental revolution, 
the communist consciousness, which may, of course, arise 

. mnong the other claSses too. through the contemplation of 
the situation of this class. (2) Th~ conditions under which 
definite productive forces can be applied are the conditions 
of thel rule of a definite class of society, whose social 

-power, deriving from its 'property, has its practical-idealistic 
expression in each case in the form of the state and,,' 

. therefore, every revolutionary struggle is directed against 
a class which till then has been in power. (3) In all, 

Marx and !=ngels! The German /deo/of]Y, 1845-46 

[18] Communism is for us not a state of affairs which is 
to be established, an ideal to which reality will have to 
adjust itself. We call communism the real movement which 
'abolishes the present state of things. The conditions of this 
movement result from the premises now in, existence. . 

(Ibid., Section 1 "I4eology in Genera~ German Ideology 
in.Pari1cular'~ the end of subsection (a) "History") / 

~. , 
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Marx, ThE' Pove_rty of Philosophy, winter>t846-7 

The economists want· the workers' to remain in society 
as it is constituted and as it has been signed and sealed by 
them in their manuals. 

The socialists want the workers to leave the old society 
alone, the better to be able to enter the new society which 
they have prepared. for them with so much foresight. . 

In spite of both of them,. in spite of manuals and 
utopias, combination has not seased for an instant to go I 

forward and grow with' the' development apd growth of 
modern industry.' It has now reached such a stage, that the 
degree to which combination has d~veloped in any country 
clearly marks the rank it occupies in the hierarchy of the 

· world market. .England, whose industry has attained the' 
highest degree of development,has the biggest and b'est . 
organized combinations. 

In England they have not stopped at partial combina
tions, which have no' other· objective than passing strike, 
and which disappear with it. Permanent combip.ations have 

· b,een formed, trades unions, which serve as bulwarks for the 
workers in their struggles with the employers. And' at ·the ' 

,'present time all these ·local· trades unions find a' rallying 
· point in the N ationtil. ASsociation of' United Trades, the 

central committee of which is in Lond6n~ and whichlliready 
',numbers 80,000 members'. The organization of these strikes, 
combinations, and trades unions'went on simultaneously 
with the political struggles of the workers, whO now 

'. tonstitu:tealllrge"political'party,' under the name of 
- Chartists~ , ' . 

The first attempts of workers' to associate among, 
'",themselves always take place in the form of combinations. 

Large-scale industry coilcentratesin' one place a crowd 
: 'of people unknown toone another. Competition divides. 
their interests. But the maintenance 'of wages; this common 
interest which they h~lVe agai!)st their boss, unites them in 
a common . thought of' resistance-comblnation. Thus 
combination always has' a double aim, that 6f stopping 

· competition among the workers, so that they can carry on 
generalcompt1tition with the capitalist.· If the first aim of ' 
resistance was merely the maintenance·.. of wages, 
combinatioIls, at first isolated, constitute theIhselves into 
groups as the capitalists In their turn unite for the purp\lse 
of repression, and in face of always llnited capital, the 
maintenance of the association becomes more" necessary to 
them than that of wages. This is so true that English 
economists pre amazed to see the workers sacrifice a good 
part of their wageS in favor of associations, which, in the 

,eyes of these economists, are established solelY'in favor of 
wages. In this struggle-a veritable civil war-all the 
elements necessary for \~coming battle unite and develop. 
Once it has reached this point, associatimi' takes on a 
political character. 

Economic conditions had first transformed the mass of 
the people of the country into workers. The domination 
ofeapital has created for this massacomtnon situation, 
common interests. This mass is thus already a class as. 

against capital,butnot yet for ·itself. In the struggle, of 
which' we have pointed out only a few· phases,' this mass 
becomes united, and constitutes itself as- a class for itself. 
The interests it defends become class interests. But the 
struggle of class against class is a political struggle. 

In the bourgeOisie we have two phases to distinguish: 
that which it constituted itself as a class under the regime 
of feudalism and absolute monarchy, and that in whi~h, 
already constituted as a class,. it overthrew feudalism and 
monarchy to makesodety into a bourgeois society. The 
first of these phases was the longer and necessitated the. 
greater efforts. This too began by partial combinations 
against the feudal lords: 

Much research has been "carried out to trace' the 
different historical' phases that the· bourgeoisie has passed 
through, from the commune up to its constitution as' a 
class .. 

But when it is a question of making a precise study of 
strikes, combinations and . other forms . in which·' the. 
proletarians carry out before our eyes, their organization 
;as a clqss, some are seized with real fear and others display 
a transcendental disdain. . 

. An oppressed class is the vital condition for ~very society 
founded on the antagonism of classeS. The emancipation of 
the oppressed class thus implies necessarily the creation of 
a new society. For the oppressed class td be able.to 
emancipate itself it is necessary that the productive powers 

. already acquired and the existingiso,cial relations should·no ' 
longer. be capable of existing side by side. Of all the 
instruments of production, the,greatest productive power,is 
the revolutionary class' itself. The orgaI1iiation of 
revolutionary ~lements as a class supposes the existence of . 
all the productive forces which could be engendered in the 
bosom of the old society. 

Does this mean that after the fall of the old society 
there will be a new class . domination . culminating in a new 
political power? No. , 

'. The condition for the emaI}cipation of the working class 
is the abolition of all classes, just as the conditibn for the 
emancipation of the third estate, .of the bourgeois order, 

. was the 'abolition ,of ,all estates* and all orders. 
The working class, in the.course oUts· development, will 

substitute for· the old civil society an assoCiation which will 
exclude classes and their antagonism, and there will be no 
more political power' properly so~called"since political 
power is precisely the official expression of antagonism in-
civil society. I 

Meanwhile the antagonism between the proletariat and 
the bourgeoisie is a struggle of. class \against,:c1ass, a 
struggle which carried to its highest expression is a total, 
revolution. Indeed, is it at aU surprising thaLa society 
founded on the opposition of classes sht)Uld culminate in 
brutalcontradictioll, the shock of body against body, as. its 
final denouement? 

Do not say that social movement exc1udes.'political 
movement. There is never a political' movement which is 
not at the same time social. 



It is only in' an order 'of thingS, in which there are ito 
more classes' and class antagonisms that social evolutions . 
will, cease to be. political revolutions. Till then" on the eve' 
of every general reshuffling' of society, the last word of 
social science Will always be: . 

"Le combat ou la mort,· la lutte sanguinaire ou ,Ie neant 
C'est ainsi tple la tplestion est invinciblement posee." , 
<Combat or death; bloody strUggle or extinCtiOn. It is thus 
that the question is inexorably posed. > 

, George Saiul <in the introduction to the historical 
novel Jean Ziska;> " 

·<Note by Engels to the German edition of 1885> 
Estates here in the historical sense of the estateS of 
feudalism" estates With defInite and limited privileges. The 
revolution of the bourgeoisie abolished the estates and 
their privileges. Bourgeois Society knows on:ly c1asses. It 
was, therefore, absolutely in contradiction with history, to 
describe the proletariat as the "fourth estate." 

(From the concluding passage of the book, ending Ch. 11, 
Section 5) 

Engels, Draft of a 'Com~unist Confession of Faith, ,1847t 
'. : ., ~ , \ 
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community, 01 property?, 

AnSwer: By enlighte~g and un~ting the ,proletari~t. 

Engels, PrinCiples of Communism, 1847 

. Question 13: What conclusions, can be' drawn' from these 
regularly recurring trade crises? ,. 

Answer: Firstly, ,that although in the initial' stages of its 
development large-scale industry itself created, free 
competition, it has now nevertheless outgrown ,free 
competition; that competi~~on and in general th~ carrying 
on ,of industrial production by ill.dividuals have become a 
fetter upon large-scale industry so long as it is conducted 
on ,its presenL basis, 'Can only survive though a' general 
confusion repeating itself every seven years which each 
time threatens aIr civilization, not merely plunging ,the 
proletarians into misery, but also, ruining a great 'nUinber 
9f bourgeoiS; therefore that either iarge-scale fudustry itself 
must be given up, which is utterly impossible, or that it 
absollltely necessitates a ,completely new organization of 
society, in which industrial proc;luction is no ,longer directed 
QY individual factory owners, competing' one against the" 

, Question Z: ,JVhatis ,the aim. 'of the Communists? other, -b~t ;by., the whole of SOCiety according to a fIxed plan 
, , ,', and according to the needs of alL, , '" ' 

Answer: To ,'organize society in such a 'way that every, Secondly, that large-scale industIy and the unlimited 
,member of it Can develop and use all his capabilities ,and ' ' 'e:!q>ansion of production which it makes possible ;can bring 
powers in ~omplete freedoIIl, and without thereby infriilg- " into being a soCial order in which so mucn of all the 

, ing the basic conditions of this society. , , necessities of life will J>~ produced that every member of 
society will thereby be enabled, to. develop and, exercise all 

. Question, 3: How do you wish' to achieVe this aim? his powe~ abilities in perfect freedom. Thus, precisely that 
quality of large-scale i~dustry" which in present society 
produces' all miSery and'aIl.tradecrises is the very qu~lity 
which under a different social organi~tion will destroy that " 

Answer: By the elimination of, private, property and its' 
replacement by community of property. " 

same misery and these disastrous fluctuations. ' 
Thus it is most clearly proved: , ' 
,1~ that from now on all these ills are to be attributed 

Question 4: ,On what do you base, your community of 
property? 

only to the sOCial, order which no lo~ger corresponds to 
Answer:' Firstly, 'on the' mass of productive forces and ,the existing conditions; , 
means of subsistence resulting from the development of '2. that the means, are available to abolish these ills 
'industry, agriculture, trade and colonization,and ontool -- completely through a new social order. 
poss~bility inherent in: machinery,. chemical and other' 
resources of their infInite extension. ' , 

Secondly, on the" fact that on the, consciousness or ' 
feeling of every .individual there exists certain irrefutable 
basic principles which, bei~g the result of, the whole of 
historical development; require no, proof. 

Question 5; , JVhat aresuc!t principles? 

Answer: For example, every individual 'strives to be happy. , 
The happiness of, the individual is' inseparable from the 
happiness of all, et~. I 

Question 6: How do you wish to prepare the way for.your 

QuestiOn 14; Wha~ kind of new social oriler wiuuiis have 
~~", ' 

Answer: Above all, it will have to take the running of 
industry and all ~ranches '.of production in general out 'of 
the hands of ,separate' individuals competing with "each 
other . and instead . will have to ensure that. all these 

,brancbes ,of production are run by SOCiety as a whole, Le., 
for the social good, according to a social, plan and With the 

, participation of all members of SOCiety. It will therefore do 
away wiilt competition and replace it by association. Since 

, the running of industry, by individuals had private ownership " 
as its necessary consequence and since competition is i 

\. 
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nothing but the manner in which industry is run by 
individual private owners, private ownership cannot ,be 
separated from the individual running of ,industry and 
competition. Hence, private ownership will also have tO'be 
abolished, and in its stead there will be common use of all 
the ,instruments of production and the distribution of all 
products by common agreement, or the so-called community 
of property., The abolition of private, owner~hip is indeed 
the most succinct and characteristic summary of the 
transformation' of the entire social system necessarily 

, following from the development of industry, and it -,is 
therefore rightly put forward by the Communists as their , 
main demand. 

Mwx and Engels, The Manifesto of the CommunIst Party,' ' 
1848 

The. immediate ~im of the Communists is the same as 
that of all the other proletari~n parties: formation of the 

, proletariat onto a ,class, overthrow of the bourgeois 
supremacy, conquest of political powe~ by the prol~tariat. 
, The theoretical conclusions of the Communists' are in 
no way based on ideas or principles that have been 
invented, or discovered by this or that would-be universal 
reformer.' ' . 

They'merely express, in general! terms, actual relations 
springing from an existing class struggle, from a historical 
movement going on under our very eyes. The abolition of, 
existing property relations is not at all a distinctive feature 
of Communism. -

All property relations in'the past have continually been 
subject to historical change consequent upon the change' 
in historical conditions. 

The French Revolutil:>n, for exanrple,' abOlished -feudal 
property in favor of bourgeois property. 

The distinguishing feature of Communism is hot, the 
abolition of property generally, but the abolition of 
bourgeois property. But modem bourgeois private property 
is,the fmal and,most complete expression of the system of 
producing and appropriating products, that is based, on 
class' antagonism.s, on the- exploitation of the many -by the, 
few. , ",I' 

In this' sense, the theory of the Communists may ,be 
SUIJlID.ed' up in the single sentence: ' Abolition of private 
property. . ' 

We communists have been reproached with the desire 
of abolishing the right of personally acquiring property as ' 
the, fruit of a man's own labor, wh,ichproperty, is alleged 
to ~ the groundwork of all personal freedom, activity and 
independence. , ', ' 

Hard-won, self-acquired, self-earned property! _ Do you 
mean the property ,of the petty artisan and of the small 
peasant, a form of property that preceded the -bourgeois : 
form? , There is no need to abolish that; the development 
of industry has to a great extent already destroyed it, and; 
is still destroYing it daily. -

Or do you mean modem bourgeois private p~operty? 
, But does wage-labor create any property for the laborer? 

Not a bit: It creates capital, i.e., that kind, of property 
which exploits wage-labor, and which cannot increase 
except upon condition of begetting a new supply of wage
labor for fresh exploitation. Property, in its present form, 
is based on ,the, 'antagonism of capital and wage~labor. Let 
us examine both Sides of this antagonism. 

To be a capitalist is to 'have not only a purely personal, 
bpt a social status in production.' Capital is a collective 
product, and only by the united action of many members, 
nay, in the last resort, only by the united action, of all 
members, of society, can it be set in motion. 

Capital is,therefore, not a personal, it is a social power. 
When, ther~fore, capital is converted into common 

property, into the property of all members of society, 
personal property, is not thereby transformed' 'into social 
property. It is only the social character of the property that 
is, changed. It loses its elass char~cter. 

. Let us now take wage~labor. 
'. The average price of wage-labor is the minimum wage, 
i.e., that quantum of the means of subsistence, which is 

'absolutely requisite to keep the laborer in bare existence 
as a laborer. What, therefore, the wage-laborer appropri
ates by means of his labor, merely suffices to prolong and 
reproduce a ba~e existence. We by no means intend to 
abolish this personal appropriation of the products of labor, 
ap. apPI()priation that is made for the maintenance and 
reproduction ,of, human life, and that leaves no surplus 
wherewith to command the labor of others. All that we 
want to, do away with is the miserable character of this 
appropriation, und,er which. the laborer lives merely to, 
incr~secapital, and is allowed to live only in so far as 
the iIit~restof the ruling class requires it. 
, In bourgeois society, living labor is but a means to' 
increase accumulated labor. In' Communist society, 
,accumulated labor is but a means to widen, to enrich, to 
pro~ote the existence of the laborer. 

In bourgeois, society, therefore, the past dominates the _ 
present; in Communist society, the present dominates the 
past. In _ bourgeois society capital is independent an:d has 
individuality, while the living person is dependent and has 
no individuality. 

, And the abolition of this state of things is, called by the 
bourgeois abolition of individuality and freedom! And 
rightly so" The abolition of bourgeois indlviduality, 
bourgeois independence, and bourgeoiS freedom is 
undoubtedly aimed at. " 

By 'freedom is meant, under the present bourgeois 
conditions of production, free trade, free selling and buying. 

But if selling and buying disappears, free selling and ' 
buying disappears also. This talk about free selling and 
buying, and all- the other "brave words" of our bourgeoisie 
about freedom in general, have a meaning, if any. only in 
contrast with restricted selling and buying, with the fettered 
traderS of th~ Middle Ages, but have no meaning when 
opposed to the Communistic abolition of buying aJl.d 
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selling, of the bourgeOis conditions of productip,n, ang of ' The selfish misconception that induces 'that induces you 
to, transform into eternal laws of l1ature and of reason, the ' 
social forms springmg from your present mode of ProdllC-' 
tion and form of property-historical relations that rise 
and disappear in the progress of production-this miscon~ 
ception you share with every ruling class th~t has 'p~eceded ' 
you. What you see' clearly in the case of ancient property, 

the bourgeois itself. , ' 
You are horrified at our intending to' do "away with 

'privat~ property. :Sut in your' existing soCiety, private 
property is already done away with for nine~tenths of the 
population;, its existence for the few is sol~ly.,c:lue to its 
non-existence in the hands of those non-tenths. '. You 
reproach us, therefore, with ,intending to do awaY,wjth a 
form of property., the necessary condition for ,whose 
existerice' is the non-existence of any' property for, the 
imni~nse majority of society. , 

'In one word, you repr,?ach us with intendi~g to ,do away , 
, '. / with your ·property. Precisely so; that is' just what we 

intend~ , 
, From the moment when labor 'can no longer be 
converted onto capitall money, or rent, into'" a social power 
-capable of being monopolized, Le., from the moment when: 
individual property can -no longer be transformed into 
bourgeois Plol\erD', into capital; from that moment, you say, 
individuality vanishes. , ' , 

You must, therefore, confess that by "individual" you 
, mean no other person than the bourgeois, than the middle- ' 
class owner of property. This person must, indeed, be swept 
out of the way, and made impossible.' " 

Communism deprives no man of the power to' appropri
'ate the products of society; all that it' does is to deprive 
him of the power to subjugate the labor of others by means 
of such appropriation. , , _ 

It has been objected that upon the abolition of private 
property all ~ork wiII cease, and universal'laziness will, 
overtake us. 1 

According to this, bourgeois SOciety ought, long ago to 
'have gone to the dogs through sheer idleness~ for those of . 
its members who work, acquire nothing, and thos~ who . 
acquire anything, do not work. The whole of this objection 
is but another expression 'of the tautology.; that there can 

' \ 

, ,no longer be any wage~l~bor when there is no -longer any, 
capital.' ", , , , 

All objections urged a:gainst the Communistic mode of 
produCing and appropriating fnaterial products" have, in 
the same way, been urged against the Communistic modeS , 
of producing anq appropriating intellectual products., Just ' 
as, to 'the bourgeois, the disappearance of class property 

, , is the disappearance of pr()duct~on itself, so the disappear
ance of class culture is to him identical with the dis~ 
appearance of all culture.-

That' culture, the loss of which he laments, is, for the ' 
enormous majority, a mere training to act asa machine. 
, But don't wrangle with is so long as ,you apply, to our, 
intended abolition of bourgeois property, the standard of 
your bourgeoiS notions, of freedom, culture" law, etc~ Your 
very ideas are but the outgrowth of the conditions of yo.ur 
bourgeois production and bourgeois property, just 'as your, 
jurisprudence is but the will of your class .m,ade into a law 

, for all, a' will, whose essential character and direction are ' 
determined by the" economical condItions of existence' of " 
your class. 

" 

. what you admit iri the case of {eudal property, you are of ' 
course, forbidden to admit in the case of your own 

, bourgeois form of property. , ' 
(In Section Ii.· (Proletarians and Communists") 

Marxaild Eng~ls, The-Manifesto of the Communist Party, 
1848 

The Communist revolution is the ,most radical rupture 
with traditional property relations; no wonder that its' 
development involves the' most 'radical rupture with 
traqitional ideas. ' 

(Ibid., towards the end of Section IL) 

Marx, The Class Struggles in France, Jan.-Nov. 1, 1850 

,Little by little w~ have seen peasants, petty bourgeois, 
the middle classes in general, stepping alongside ,he 
proletariat, driven into open antagonism to the official 
republic and treated by it as antagonists. Revolt against 
bourgeois dictatorship, need of a change of society, adherenc~ 
to democratic and republican institutions, as organs of their 
movement, grouping round the proletariat as the decisive 
revolution.arypower"-these, are the common characteristics 
of the: so-calle(l Party of SOCial-democracy, the party of the 
Red Republic. This party ,0f.A:narchy, ,as its opponents 
christened it, is no less a coalition of' different interests 
than the party of Order. From the smallest reform of the 
old social disor~r,to the overthrow of the old 'Social order, 
from the' bourgeois: liberalism 'to revolutionary/ten:orlsm-
as far apart as this)ie the extremes that form the starting 
point and, the finishing point of the party of "Anarchy.n 

Abolition of all protective'tariffs-Socialism! 'For, it 
strikes at the monopoly of the industrial faction of the 
partY of Order. Regulation ott~e state budget-Socialism'! 
-For it strikes at the monopoly, of the financial faction of 
the, Party' of Order. Free entry, for foreign meat and corn 
--;-Socialism! For it strikes at the" monopoly of th~ third 
section of the, party of Order; large landed property. The 
deman$ of the ftee-trl\de party, that is, of the most 
advanced English bourgeOis' party, appear in France as so _ 
mlinysoCialist demands. Voltairianism"-SoCiaIism! For it 
strikes: at ,the fourth faction of the party of Order, the 
Catholic. Freedom of .the press, right of association, 

'universaJ publk education-Socialism, Socialism! They 
strike at the general monopOly of the party of Order. 

So ~swiftly had the march of the revolutibn ri~ned 
conditions that the friencls of reform o(all shades, the most 
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moderate claims of -the middle classes, were compelled to 
gtoup themselves round the banner of the most extreme of 
the party of revolution, round the red flag. 

Yet, manifold as the Socialism. of the different large 
sections of the party of Anarchy was, according to the 
economic conditions and the total. revolutionary require
ments of their class or. fraction of a class arising out of 
these, in one point it is in harmony: in proclaiming itself 
the means of emancipating the proletariat and the emanci-' 
pation of the latter as its object. Dt?Uberate deception on 
the part of some; self-deception on the part of the others, 
who give out the world transformed according to their own . 
needs as the' best world .for all, as the realization of all 
revolutionary claims and the elimination of all revolutionary 
collisions. , 

Behind the' general socialist phrases of the "partY. of 
Anarchy," Which sound rather alike, there is concealed the 
Socialism of the"N atiol1a~ " of the 'Presse" aitd. the "Siecle," 
which more or less consistently wants to overthrow the rule 
of the finance aristocracy and to free industry and, trade 
from their hitherto existing fetters: This is the Socialism of 

. industry, of trade and of agriculture, whose bosses on the 
party of Order deny these interests, insofar as they no 
longer coincide with· their private monopolies. Socialism 
proper, petty-bourgeois Socialism; Socialism par excellence, is 
distinct from this bourgeois Socialism, to which, as to every 
variety of Socialism, a section of the worl(ers and petty 
bourgeois naturally rallies. Capital hounds this class chiefly 
as its creditor, so it demands credit institutions;' capital 
crushes it by competition, so it demands associations 
supported . by the state; capital overwhelms' it by 
concentration, so it, demands progressive t~es; limitations on 
inheritance, taking ~}Ver of large construction projects by 
the state, and other measures that forcibly stem the growth 
of capital. Since it dreams of the peaceful achievement of 
its Socialism-allowing, perhaps, for a second February 
Revolution lasting a brief day or so:-the coming hiStorical 
process naturallyappekrs to it as an application of systems, 
which the thinkers of society, whether in companies or as 
fudividual inventors, devise or have devised. Thus they 
become the eclectics or . adepts _of the existing socialist 

• systems, of doctrinaire Socialisin; which was the theoretical 
expression of the proletariafonly as long ~ it had not yet 
developed further intoa' free historical movement of its 
own. 

Thus, while utopia, doctrinaire Socialism, which 
subordinates the whole.movement to one of its elements, 
which puts the cerebrations of the individual pedant in 
place of common, social production' and, above all, wishes 
away the necessities of the revolutionary .class struggles by 
petty. tricks or great sentimental rhetoric-while this 
doctrinaire Socialism, which basically only idealizes present
day societj, makes a shadowles,s picture of it aM seeks to 
oppose its ideal to its reality, while this Socialism is ceded 

, by the pr~letariat to the petty bOllrgeoisie, ,while the 
, internal struggle b,etweenthe different socialist leaders 

reveals each so-called system to be the pretentious 

. adherence to, one transitional position on the path to social' 
upheaval as opposed to another-the proletariat increasingly 
organizes itself around revolutionary Socialism, around 
Communism, for which the bourgeoisie itself has invented 
the name of Blanqui. This Socialism is the declaration of 
the permanency of the revolution, the class dictatorship of the .. 
proletariat as the necessary transit point to the abolition of 
class, distinctions' generally, to the' abolition of all the 
relations of prQductionon which they rest, to the abolition 
of all social relations that correspond to these relations of , 
production, to the revolutionizing of all the ideas that 
result- from these social relations. -

(Three-quarters of the way through S~ction III "Conse
quences of June 13, 1849") 

Engels, Letter to P.V. Lavrov, Nov. 12-17, 1875 

<In .this letter Engels deals with "social Darwinism", 
although without using this term. The social DarwinistS' 
applied Darwinism directly to social questions. They 
justified . class oppression as simply the "survival of the 
fittest" so that· the' misery of. the masses was supposed to 
be simply a result of their own inadequacy.> 

Of the Darwinian doctrine I accept the theory of 
evolution, but Darwin's method of proof (struggle for life, 
natural ,selection) I consider only 'a first, provisional, 
imperfect expression of a newly discovered fact. 

'" 
4) The essential difference between human and animal 

; society consists in the fact that animals at· most collect 
while men produce. Tb,is sole but cardinal difference alone 

. makes it impossible simply to transfer laws . of animal 
societies to human societies. 

... But - if, as has now happened, production. in its 
capitalist form produces a far greater quantity of means of 
subsistence and development than' capitalist society can , 
consume flecause it keeps the great mass of realpfoducers 
artificially away from these means of subsistence and 
,I'evelopment; if this society is forced by its own law of life 
constantly to increase this output which is already too big 
for it and therefore periodicaI1y, every ten years, reaches 
the po!nt where it destroys not. only a mass of products 
but even productive forces-what sense is there'left in all 
this talk of "struggle for. existence"? The struggle for 
existence can then consist only in this: that the producing 
class takes over the management of production and· 
distribution from the class that was hitherto entrusted with 
it but has now become incompetent to handle it, and there 
you have the socialist revolution. . 

Apropos.', Even the mere contemplation of previous 
history as a: series of class struggles suffices to make clear 
the 'utter shallowness of the conception of this history as 
a feeble variety of the "struggle for existence." 



6) On the other hand I cannot agree With you that the,
"bellum~mnium contra omnes" <war of all against all> 
was the fitst phase ,of human development. In my opin\on, 
the social instinct was one of the most essential'levers of· 
the evolution of man from the ape. The first men must· 
have lived in bands andas far as we can peer into the past 
'we find that this was the case. 

Engels, Introduction to "Dialectics 'of Nature", 1875-76 

Darwin did not know what a bitter satire he wrote, on 
mankind, 'and especially on his countrymen, when I he 
showed that free competition,the struggle for existence, 

" which the economists celebrate as the, highest historical _ 
achievement, is "the normal state of the animal kingdom. 
Only' conscious organIzation ofsoci~l production, in which 
production' and distribution are carried on in a planned 
way, can elevate, mankind above the rest of the arumal 
world socially in the same way that production in general, 
has done this for men in their aspect as species. Historical 
development makes such an organization daily more 
indispensable, btit also with everY day more possible. From 
it, wiU date a new epoch of history, in whic~ mankind itse14 ' 
and with mankind all branches of its activity, and esp~ially 
natural sCience, will experience an advance before which 

, everything preceding it will pale into insignificance. ' 

Engels, Karl Marx, ~une, 1877 
, 
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" 
lecturing of oUr so-called int~l1ectuaIS 'seems to mea far 
greater impediment. We are still' in need: of technicians, 
agronomists, e:ngineers, chemists, architects, etc., it is true, 
but if the worst comes to worst we can, alWays buy them 
just as well as the capitalists buy them, and if a severe 
example, is made of a few of the ttaitors among them -for 
traitors there are sur~ to be-they will 'find it to their own 
advantage Ito deal fairly;With us. But apart from ,these 
specialists,amOJ,lg, whom I also include schoolteachers, we 
can get along perfectly well without, the other 
'intellectuals.' The present influx of literati and students 
into the partY, for exalllple, m,ay be quite damaging if these 
gentlemen ',are not properly kept in check. 

I 

The biggeSt obstacle are the small peasahts anti the 
importunate super-clever intellectuals who always thiilk' 
they know everything so much the better, the less they 
understand it. " ' 

Once we have a sufficient n'umber .or' followers '~mo~g 
the m~ses, the big industries and the large-scale latifundia 
farming can be quickly socialized, provided we hold the 
political power: The rest will follow shortly, sooner' or later. 
And we sh!ll1 have it all our own way in large-scale 
production. ' 

The material base 
of socialism 

Marx and ,Engels, The German Ideology, 1845-46 <Two of Marx's discoveries are' sketched out: the 
materialist conception of history, and capitalist exploitation 
being the appropriation of surplus value. Engels contin-
ues:> IS. Development of the productive forces as a material 

Modem scientific socialism is based on these two', 'premise of communism] 
iIDpo~nt facts. 

Engels, Letter to Otto von Boenigk, Aug. 21, '1890 
, , 

[18] This "estrangement," ['~ntfremdung;1 (to use a 
term which will be comprehensilSle to the philosophers) 
can, of ~ourse, only be abolished given two practical 
premises. In order to become an "unendurable" power, i.e., 

To my mind, the, so-called 'socialist, society' is not a power against which men make a' revolution, it must 
anything ,immutable. Like all other social formationS, it necessarily have :r~ndered the great ,mass of humanity 
should be conceived in a: state of constantt1.wi: and change." "propertyless," and moreover in contradiction to an existing' 
Its crucial difference from, the present order consists ! world of wealth and cuUure;, both these premises presup~ , 
naturally in production organized on the basis of common', pose a great increase in productive power, a high degree of ' 
ownership by the nation, of all means of production. To its development. And, on the other hand,thisdevelopment 
begin this reorganization tomorrow,but 'performing it of productive forces (which at the same time implies the' 
gradually, seems to Ille quite ;feasible. That our workers actual empiricalexist~nce of men in their world-historical, ' 
are capable of it is borne out by their many producer .and , instead of local, being) is' an absolutely necessary practical 
consumer co-operatives which, whenever they are not ' premise, because without it privation, want is merely made 
deliberately ruined by the police, ~re equally well and far genetal, ~nd with want the struggle for necessities would 
more honestly run than the bourgeois stock companies. I begin again, and all the old filthy business would necessari-
cannot see how you can speak of the ignorance of the ly be res~ored; and \ furthermore, because only with this 
masses in Germany after the brilliant ,evidence of political universal development of productive forces is a' universq,l 
maturity shown by the workers in their victorious struggle ' intercourse petw~n ~en established, which on the one side 

, against the {illti-Socialist Law. The patr0D:izing and errant produces in all nations simultaneously the phenomenon of 
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theCCpr~p~rtYless" mass (universal coni~titio:n), rnaki~g., 
~clinationdepeI!:d.ent'on the revolutio~ of the others, 

· and '·finallY .. : puts . world-historical, empirically universal' 
individuals, in:place, of i~l ones.Witholi( ~his, (1) com~ 
munism could only exist Las a local phenomen,onj. (2) the 
forc~ ,of illltercourse themSelves could not have developed ' 

· ~,wiiyetsal,hence:'unenduratile powers: they would haye 
teina~ned home~bred "conditions" surrounded by super-
· stition; and (3) each extension 01 intercourse. would abolish 
local cOnimurusm .. Empiriqllly, communism is only possible 
as 'tile "act Of the· dominant peoples "all ato~ce" and 
sim:ultiineously, which presupposes the-universal develop~ 
mentofprOductiv~ forces arid the world intercourse bound 
up:Withthem.., ','. 
;:, [19] Mcireover .. -tli.e . mass ' of workers who· are nothing, 
butworkers~labor-poweron amass scale cut off froni. 
capital'or from even a limited satisfaction, [of their needs] , 
and,' hence, as a result of competition their utterly precari- . 
ousposition, the '~o longer merely temporary loss of work 

, as'a secure source 'of life-presuppbses.tM world market. 
. The proletariat can thus 'only exist world~historical1y; ju~t as 

communiSm, its acti'Yity, can only have a "world-his~orical" 
eXiSten:ce.; World4listoiicaI existence of iridividuals, i.e., 
existence of individuals Which, is direc~ly uiuc.ed up with 
wodd hiStory. . ' : 

; (5eciipn 1 "Ideology in. Genera~ . Geiman [th%gy· in 
Palticular'~ the latter part of subsection (a) "History") 

:'.: : ... -", : ... :; ... - . . .. 
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Marx and Enge,ls, The' German Ideology, 1845"46 
.,.:-:.,. . .. . 

,:' [4;' Most exterisiv~ division of labor. Large-scale industry] 
'., ~ ; .. ' ~.' .. : '. .' ... - . .' .. : ' .... ~! ....... ... ... ' ..", . 

'i~t:co~centrati~n ~f:trade'aJld "m~nu:r~cture in one 
~n~I)'; England, devel~j>ing irresistibly in the seventeenth', 

, cen'tury, gradually created for this. country l:\ relative world 
market, and;thus a·demand for the manufactured products 
of this country whiclicould 1).0 longer be met by the 
indUstrIal prodUctive'hithefto existlng.forc~. This demand,· 
o~tgrowiIig the productive, forces, was the .n!otive pqwer 
which;· by produdnglarge-scah~ industry-the application of 
eleJ.n:e~taI forc~ toind~trial en4s, machinery lind tp.emost 

, eXtensive ciiviSion ofIabPr~called into existence the third 
· penod' ,of'priv~te, prop~ttf smce the Middle'\Ages. There 
already existe(i' in, Eng1and ,the othe~ preconditions of this 
new phasef fr~oni ·()f competition:· inside. the nation, the 
d~~lo:pment .of' theoretical· mechanics, etc. (Inde¢,. me-

· chanies; perfeCted by, New~()n, was'altogether the most 
I JJQplilarscience in Fra:nce and England' in the eighteenth 
cen~uiY). (Fr~. competition inside the pation 'itself· had 

'·everYwhere,t~,bewon byarevOl~tion~1.640 and 1688 in 
~nglatid,1789in,Fnince.) , " .. . 
,"C9m~titiolisponcompel1ed eVefJ country ,thai wished 
~oret3in, its hisi01:icali'oletopicitect its manUfactures l>y 
re., 'newed custo~regliiadons (t?eold dut~es were ,no l0Itger, : 
any gOOd;agaiDSt large-s~le mdustr.y) and soon after to 
i~tioduce large-scale industry Pnder protective duties. In 
:.:"1.·,;': 

spite of. these protective· measures, large-scale industry 
universalized competition (it is practical free trade; the 

, protective duty is oniy' a palliative, a measure of defence 
" within· free trade), esta~lished means of communication and 
;the modern world ,market, subordinated trade to itself, .. ' 
transformed all capita:l into' industrial capital, and thus 
produced the rapid circulation (development of the finan-' 
cial system) and' the centralization of capital. By universal 

, competition it forced ~ll individuals to strain their energy 
to 'the utmost. It destroyed as far as possible ideology, 
religion, morality" etc., and, where it could not do this, 
made them into a palpable lie. It produced world history 
for the' first time, insofar as it made all civilized nati()ns 
and every individual member of them dependent for the 
satisfaction of their wants on, the ,whole world, thus 
destroying the former natural excluSivel,1ess of separate 
nations. It made natural science subservient to capital and 
took from the, division of labor the last sembJpnce of its 
natural c~racter. It· altogether' destroye4 the natural 
character,' as far as this is possible with, regard to labor, 
and resolved all natural relations into money relations. In ' 
the place of naturally grown towns it created the modern, 
lar~e 'industrial cities which have sprung up overnight. It 
des~royed the cra(ts and all earlier stages of mdustry 
wherever itgai~ed mastery. Ii completed'the victory of the, 
town over the country. Its basis is the automati¢ Systelll. It' 
produced a mass of productive forces, for which private 
prQperty became just as much a fetter as the. guild had 
beewfor manufacture and the small, rural workshop for the 
developing handicrafts. These productive, forces receive 
,under the system of private property a one-sided develop
inent only, and fot the majority they become! destructive 
forcesjmoreover, a great many of these forces can find no 
application at all~ within the system of private property: 
Generally speaking, large-scale industry, created everywhere 
the same rebitions between the classes of society, and t4us 
destroyed the peculiar features of the various nationalities. 
And finally, . while. the bourgeoisie of each nation still 
retained separate national, interest, birge-scale i industry 
created a class ,which in all nations has the same interest 
and for whichttaponality ,is ~lready dead; a class which is 
really rid of~l1 the old world and at the same tiine'stands ' 
pitted against it. 'For the worker it makes not bnlyhis 
relation to the capitalist, but, labor itself, unbearable. 

It is· evident that large-scale indUstry does not reach the 
same level of development in 'all districts of a country. 
This does not, however, retard, the class movement of the 
proletariat, because the proletarians created by large-scale 
industry assume leadership of this movement and carry'the 

\ 'holf( .. mass along with them, and' because the workerS 
excluded from large~scale induStry are placed ~y it in a still 

orse situation than the workers in large-scale fudustry 
itself., . The countries in which large-scaJe industry is 
developed act in a simIlar manner upon the more or less 
non-fndustrial countries, insofar, as the latter are swept by 

orld intercourse iIito the universal competitive strUggle;' 
. ' '* * * ' 
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These, different' forms of production are just 1>0 many 
forms of the organization of labor, and hence' of property. 
In each period a unification of the ,existing productive 
forces takes place, insofar as this has, been rendered 
necessary by needs. ' , 

(The latter part of Section 2( a) Intercourse and productive 
[JQwer) , , , 

[5. The contradiction between the productive forces 
and the form of intercourse as the basis of social revolu
tion]' 

The contradiction between the productive forces and 
the form of intercourse, which, as we s~w, has ,occurred 
s~eral times in past history, without; however, endangering' 
its, basis" necessarily on each occasion burst out in ,a 
revol~tioxi, taking on at the Same time varioUs subsidiary 
forms, such as all-embracing collisions, collisions bf various 
classes, contradjctions of cOnSciousness, battle of ideas, 
political struggle, etc. From a narrow point of View one 
may isolate on,e of these subsidiary for~s ~nd consider it 
as, the basis of these revolutions; and this is all the more 
easy as the individuals who' started the revolutions had 
illUsions about their own activity accordin~ to ~heir degree 
of 4ulture and the stage of historical development. ' 

, * * * 

Thus all collisions in history have their origin, according 
to our view, in the contradiction between the productive 
forces and the form of intercourse. '~ncidentally, to lead to 
collisions in a COUD.¥yj this contradiction need not necessar
ily have reached its extreme limit in that particular country. ' 

, The competition with industri~lly more advanced coqntries; 
brought about by thC? expansion of i~ternational intercourse, 
,is sufficient to, produce k similar cOntradiction' in countries ' 
with a less advanced industry (e.g., the latent proletariat in 
Germany brought into more prominen~ by the competition 
ofEngIish industry.) , 

[6. Competition of individuals 'and' the formation" of 
classes. Contradiction between individuals and their" 
conditions of life. The illusory community of individuals'in 
bourgeois society and the real unio~ of individuals under 
communism. Subordination of the social conditions of'life ' 
to the power of the unitedindividuals~] 

The' building of houses. 'With savages, each family has 
as a matter of course its own cave or hut like the separate 
family tent of the nomads. ThiS separate domestic economy 
is made only the more necessary by the further develop
ment of private property. With the agricultural peOples a I 
communal domestic economy is just as impossible as a 
communal cultivation of the soil. A great advance was the 
building of towns. In all previous periods, however, the' 
abolition of individual economy, which is inseparable from 
the abolition of private propertY, was impossible for the 
simple reason that the material conditions required were 

15' Jury 1990,The 'Suppiem'ent, page'23 
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not present The setting up ofaco~unaldomes~c: 
economy presupposes the development of ~ach~ery, ·~h~ 
use of natural forces and of many other produc~eforceS 
-e.g., of water-supplies, gas lighting, steam heating, etc., 
the supersession of, town and country. Wiqiout, th~, 
conditions a communal economy would not-in itself forin' 
a new productive force; it would iack materiai'basis ~lDcl 
rest on it purely theoretical foundation, in oth~rwords, ii 
would be a mere freak and would amount to nothing more 
than a monastic economy. What Was possible can be seen: 
in the towns brought into existence by concentratioIl' ~ 
in the 'construction of communal 'buildings for. :v~riQ1,1S 
definite purposes (prisons, barracks, etc.). Th,at the super:
session of ,individual economy is inseparable" ,from' the 
supersession of the family isself-eyident ' ;, 

" 
Marx and Engels, The German Ide.o/ogy, ,184~-4s ' 

, Thus two facts I are here ffWealed. Firs(ih:e;pipd~~tiy~ 
forces appear as a 'world for themselves, quite in4epeIideM 
of l:lnd divorced' from the individuals, alongside .the iIldividu,,: 
als; the reaSon for this is that the individuals, whose forces 
'theJJ are,' exist split lip and in opposition to oJle~nother; 
whilst, on the other hand,theseJorcesare only r~Lfprc<:S 

,in the intercourse and association' of. these iDdivid-uals. ' 
Thus, on the one h~lnd, we have a totality of prOductiVe 
forces, which have, as it were, taken on a material fonn 
and are for the individuals themselves n~ 10ng~I! ~~, ,fo.r<:es' 
of the individuals but of priv~te property, and hence of the 

,individuals only insofar as they 3:re ,owp.~rsof. pri~te 
prOperty. Never, in any earlier period, have the productive 
forces taken on a fOIm so indif(erent to the intercouISe of . 
iIidividuals as' ,individual;' becaUse 'their intercourse itself 
was. ,still a, res~ricted one. Oli the, 'other hand;, s,tand,iD.g, 

;.agamst;these productive forces, Vfe have the ~aj6rj.ty of the 
individuals from whom these, forces have been wrested ", 
away, and whP,: fobbed thus pC aUreallife-content, have 
become abstract individuals, who are, howevet,by this v.ety 
fact put into. a position to pnter into, relatio,n with pne 
another as individuals. <. " , ' , "" " 

Labor; the only connection which still 'linkslhem with 
the productive forCes and with their oWn. existence, h3s,loS,t 
all semblanCe ofself:-activity and only ~ustailllqbeir life, by. 
stunting it.: While in theeax;lier periods self.,activity and,the 
production of material life, were separated since they 

-devolved on different persons, and·while, on accoy;nfof'tl,le 
narrowness of t)le in~iVidua\s themselves, the prQd:l1ction Q( 
material life waS co~sidered a subordinate mode of 'self., 

. ..... I .. .....; ;: ,', . 

activity, they now diverge to such an"extent that II)3teriaI 
life appears as the end, and what producestlus mateiial 
life, labor (which is now the only possible' b~t~ we.see. 
neg~tive form of s~lf~activity), as the means. '" '~,. ;'" 

[10, The necessity,'preconditions aIid~~~~n~',of 
the abOlition of private property.].- ' " ' 

,I •. • 



/ 
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•. ~~us things have no~ come t? ~uch a pass that the. 
md1Vldu~ls must appropnate the eXISting totality of product- ' 
ive forces, not only to achieve self-activity, but, also, merely 
to safeguard their very, existence. 

This appropriation is first, determined by the object to 
,be appropriated, the productive forces, which have been 
developed to, a totality and which only exist within a 
universal intercourse. Even from t1;lis aspect alone, there
fore, this appropriation must have ,a universal character 
corresponding to the productive forces and 'the intercouI~e .. -
The appropriation of these forces is itself nothing mOJ,'e 
than the development of tpe individual capacities porre
sponding to the material instruments of producti()n, The 
appropriation of a totality of instruments of prod~cHon is, 
for this very reason, the development of a totality of 
capacities in the individual themselves. " 

This appropriation is further determined by the persons 
appropriating. Only the proletarians of the present day" 
who· are completely shut off fro.!ll all self-activity, are in a' 
position to achieve a complete and no longer restricted ' 

of individuals and each person's particular way of gaining 
his livelihood have themselves become accidentaL 

,The individuals, who, are no longer subject to the 
division of labor,have been conceived by the philosophers 
as an ideal; under the nmne "man," so that at every 
historical stage "man" was substituted for the individuals 
eXisting hitherto and shown as the' motive force of history. 
The whole process was thus conceived as a process of the 
self-estrangement of "man," and this was essentially due to 
th¢ fact 'that the average individual of the la~er stage was 
always foisted on to the earlier stage, and the consciousn~ 
of a later ag~ on, to the individuals of an earUer. Through 
this inversion; which from the first disregards the actual 
cond.tions, it was possible to transform the whole of history 
into an evolutionarx process of consciousness. 

Engels, Draft of a Communist Confession of Faith, 1847 ; , 

Question 13: Then you do not believe that' community of 
propertY has been possible at any time? ' 

Answ~: No. Communism has only arisen. since machinery 
and. other Inventions made it possible to hold out 'the 
prQspect of an all-sided development, a happy existence, 
for· ~ll members of society. Communism is the theolY of a 
liberation which was not possible f~r the slaves, the serfs, 
or the' handicrafismen,but only for the proletarians and 
'hen:~ it belongs of neceSsity 10 the 19th centuI)r and was 
not p<>ssiblein any earlier period. -' ' 

'. ' 

Engels, Principles of CommulJism, 1847 

. self-activity, which consi~ts in the appropriation of a totality 
of productive forces and in the development of a tQtality of; 
capacities entailed by this. All earlier revolutionary appro
priations were restricted; individuals, whose self~activity was 
restricted by a crude instrument of production and a liniited 
intercourse, appropriated this crude instrument of produc
tion, and hence merely achieved a new state of limitatio~. 
Their'instrument of production became their property, but 
they themselves remained subordinate to thedi$ioi:t of 
labor and their own instrument of production,:)n, all 
appropriations up to now, a mass of individuals remained 
subseivient to a single instrument of production;'6n 'the 
appropriation by the proletarians a mass of instruments of 
productiqn must be made subject to each indiViqual, and 
property to all. Modem universal intercourse cannot be Question 15: The abolition of private property was there-
controlled by individuals, unless it is controlled by all. . fore not possible earlier? ' , , 

This appropriation is further determined by the -manner 
in which it must be effecteCl. It can 'only be effected, Answer~' ,No. Every change in the social order~ every 
through a union', which by the character of'·the proletariat revolution on property relations, has been the necessary 
itself can' again only be a universal one, and through a result ofthe creation of new productive forces which would 

, revolution, in whiCh, on the one hand, the'power of the no longer conform to' the old property relationS. Private 
earlier mode of production and intercourse ~nd social 'property itself arose in this way., For private property has 
'organization is overthrown, and on the other hand,there not'~lways existed, but when towards the end of the Middle 
develops the universal character 'and the energy of the'Agelia new mode of production appeared in the form of 
proletariat,which are required to accomplish the appr()pria- man~acture",hich could not be subordinated to the then 
tion, and the proletariat moreover rids itself of eyerytping existing feudal and guild property, manufacture, having 
that still clings to it from its previous position in: IIPciety. outgrown, the old property relations, created a new form of 

OJily at this stage does 'self-activity cofucidewith ownership'-;private ownership. For manufacture and the 
material life, which corresponds, to the deve~opn:i.ent of ,first stage of development of large-scale industry, no other 
individuals into complete individuals and the casting-off of' fOl1ll of ownership was possible than private ownership,and 
all natural limitations. The transformation of l~~orinto no other order 9f society than that foUnded upon priVate 
self-activity corresponds to the transformatio:q, of the 0wn¢rship. SO long as it is not possible to prOduce so much 
previously limited intercourse into the intercourse of that not oJily is there enough for all, but also a surplus for 
individuals as such. With the appropriation of"the total th~ incIease of social capital and for the further develop-
productive forces by the united individuals, private property $~Ilt of the productive forces, so long must there always be 
comes to an end. Whilst previously inhistorya',pNticular , Ii ruling .class disposing of the productive forces of society, 
condition al~ys appeared as accidental, now thejsolation' , and a poor, oppressed class. How these classes are com-

o' 
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ing labor itself; and of multiplying its fruits to such a 
, degree as to make general abundance possible. 

posed' will depend up~m the stage of development of 
production. ln the Middle Ages; which were dependent 
upon' agriculture, we find' the lord and the serf;. the towns 
of the later Middle Ages show us the master guildsIl;lan and 
,the journeyman and day laborer; the seven~eenth century 
has the manufacturer and the manufactory worker; the 
nineteenthJcentury the big factory owner and theproletari
an. It is obvious that hitherto the productive forces had not 
yet been so far developed -that enough could be produced 

'for all or to make' private property a fetter, a barrier, to 
" these ~roductive forces. Now, however, when the develop

. 'ment of large-scale''industry has, firstly, created capital and 
: productive forces on a scale hitherto unheard of and the 
means' are available to increase these productive forces in 
a short time to an i!!,finite extent; when, secondly, these 

, iproductive forces are concentrated in. the hands of a few 
\ ' bourgeois whilst the great mass of the people are more 

~and more' becoming proletarians, and their condition more 
Wretched and unendurable in the same meafoure in which 

",the riches" ofJhe bourgeois ,increase; when, thirfIly" these 
powerful productive forces·that can easily.beincreased have 
so enormously outgi-own private property and t1J.e bourgeois 

"that· at every moment they provoke the most,viQle~t 

. By creating the inexhaustible productive powers of 
modern industry they have fulfilled the first condition of \ 
the emancipation of labor. They have now to realize its 
'other condition., They have to free those :wealth-producing 
powers from the infamous shackles of monopoly; and 
subject them to the joint control of the producers, who, 
till now, allowed the very p~oducts of their hands to turn 
against them and be transformed into as many instruments 
of their own subjugation. 

Marx, Speech at the Anniversary of the "People's Paper", 
Apri114, 1856 " 

. There is one great fact, characteristic of this .our 
nfueteenth century, a fact which no party dares deny. On 
the one' hand, there have started into life industrial and 

.. \ 

··.disturbances in the spcial ord~r-:-only now has t1J.e aboli
,:tion of private property become not only possible but. even \ 
"absolutely necessary: ,',,' ! 

~... .. ; ..... ! ' 

. ~ 

, scientific forc~, which no epoch of tlie former human 
history had ever suspected. On the other hand, there exist 
symptoms of decaY,jar surpassing the horrors recorded of 
the . latter times o,f the Roman empire. In our days every
. thing seems pregnant with its contrary. Machinery, gifted 
with the wonderful power of shortening and fructifying 
human. lal;>or, we behold starving and overworking it. The. 
neW-fangled sources of wealth, by some strange weird spell, 
are turned ~nto sources of want. The victories of art seem 

",Marx; The Future Results of the, British Rule in India, July-bought by the· loss of character. At the same pace that. 
,22, 1853 . ' . ' mankind mastersnature,'man seems to become enslaved to 

., . 
l·. " 

, other inert or to ,his own infamy. Even the pure Ught of 
The bourgeois, period of history ,has to create the, 'science seems unable to shine but on' the dar~ background 

material basis .of the new world~on '-the. one hand. the,' : of ignorance. All our invention and progress seem to result 
universal intercourse found~d upon th~ 'mutual dependency ~ in endowing, material forces with intellectual life, and in 
of ' mankind, and" the means of that intercoux:se; on,the 'stultifying human life into a material force. This antago
other hand the development of theproductiy'e powers 'of nism between modern industry and science on' .the on~ 
mart and the tran,sformation of Ihaterial pro~uctioninto a .. hand; modern misery and dissolu~ion on the oilier ~and; 

:S€ientific:dominationofnaturalagencies..Bourgeois industry 'this antagonism between the productive powers and the 
,and commerce, create these 'niaterial'conditions of a new social relations of our epoch is a fact, palpable, overwhelm
"world'in the same way'as geological revolutiortshlJ.ve dng, and not to be controverted. '" 'We know that to work 
,created the surface of the earth. When a great- social well the new-fangl~ forces of society; they only want to be 
revolution shall have mastered the, results of (he, bourgeois mastered by' new-fangled men -and such are the workfug 

'epoch, the market of the world and the modern pQwers of ,men. They are as much the invention of modem time as 
'prodUction, and subj~tedthem to the '~ommon control of machinery itself. '" T~e english working men are the first 
. the most advanced peoples, then only will human progress. born sons of modern industry. They will then, certainly, not 
cease to resemble that hideous pagan idol; who w<;lUld not be the last in aiding ~he social ~evplution produceP. by'that 
drink the nectar but from the skulls of the\slain.~ndustryj a revolution, which means .the emancipation of 

. their own class all over the world, which is as universal as 
capital-rule and wages-slavery. 

;, Marx, Letter to the Labor Parliament, March 9, 1854 
I' .' . 

7 • 

It is the working millions 'of, Great Britain who first have 
laid down the real basis of a new s()ciety-modern industry, 
which transformed the destructive agencies of natureintP 
the productive power of man. The English working classes, ' 
'with invincible energies, by the sweat of their brows and 
brains, have called into life the material meanS 'of ennobl- . 

Marx, Preface to 'J:\ Conf[ibiJtion to the Critique of Political 
Economy", January 1869 '--. " 

My investigation led to the result that legal relations as 
well as foms of state are to be grasped neither i from 
themselves nor from the. so-called general development of 
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the human mind, but rather have their rootS in the'material 
conditions of life, the sum total of which Hegel, following 
the· example· of the Englishmen and Frenchmen of the 
eighteenth century, combines under the name of "civil 
society," that, however, the- anatomy of civil society is to be 
sougl1t in political economy. The investigation of the latter, 
which I began in Paris, I cOJ;ltinued in Brussels, whither I 
had emigrated in' consequence of an expulsion order of M; 
Guizot. The general result at which I arrived and which, 
once won, served as a guiding thread for my studies, can be 
briefly formulated as followsl In the social productioll of 
their life, men enter into definite relationS that are indis
pensable and independent of their will, relations of produc
tion which correspond to a definite stage of'developmerit 
of their material productive forces. The sum total of these 
relations of production constitut~ the. economic st11lcture 
of society, the real foundation, on which rises a legal and 
political superstructure and to which correspond definite 
forms of social consciousness. The moge of productioll of 
material life conditions the social, politi<,:al and inteUeduai 
life process in general. It is not the consciousness of men 
that determines their being, but, on, the contrary. their 
social being that determines their consciousness.' At a 
certain stage of their development, the I\1aterial proquctive 
forces of society come in conflict with the existing relations 
of production, or-what is but a legal expression f,or the 
same thing-with thf property relations within which they 
have lxjen at work hItherto. From forms of developmeIit of 
the pIoo\lctive forces these relations turn into their fetters. 
Then begins an epoch of social revolution.~ With the change 
of the economic foundation the entire immense super
structure is mote or less rapidly transfornied. In consi~ering 
such transformations a distinction should alw~ys be made 
between the material transformation of the economic 
conditions of production, whi~h can be detenriined with the 
precision, of natural, science, and the legal, political, . 
religiOUS, aesthetic or philosophic-in short, ideologjcal 
forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and 
fight it out. Just as our opinion of an individual is ItOt 
based on what he thinks of himself, so can we not judge of 
such a period of transformation by its pwn consciousness;' 
on the contrary, this consciousness must be explained rather 
from the contradictions of material iife, from the ex.isting 
conflict between the social productive forcesan4 '. "Qle 
relations of production. No social order ever perishes 
before ~ll the productiv~ forces for which there is roOIl). in 
it have developed; and new higher relations of proquction 
never appear before the material conditions of' their 
existence have matured in the womb of the old society 
itself. Therefore mankind always sets itself only such tasks 
as it can solve; since, looking at the matter more closely. 
it will always be found that the t<Jsk itself arises only'whd.· 
the'material conditions for its solution already.exist or are 
at least in the. processpf formation. 

Engels, SOCialism, Utopian and Scientific, Jan.-first half of 

March,1880 

<The capitalist state will take over some production> 

In the trusts, freedom Of competition changes into its 
very opposite, into monopoly; and the production without 
any definite plan of Capitalistic society capitulates to the 
production upon a definite plan of the invading socialistic 
society. Certainly this is so far· still to the benefit and 
advantage of tl).e capitalists. But in this case the exploita
tion is' so palpable 'thatit must break down. No nation will 
put up with production conducted by trusts, with so 
barefaced an exploitation of the community by a small 
band of dividend-mongers. 

In any case, with trusts or without, the official represen
tative of capitalist society-the state-will ultimately have 
to un4ertake the direction of production. * This necessity 
for conversion into state property is felt first in the great 
inStit\Jtions for intercourse and communication-the post 
office;' the telegraphs, the railways. 

*<Note by Engels> I say 'have to. J For only when the 
mea.ns of production and. distribution have actually out
groWn·the form of management by joint-stock companies,' 
and \fhen, therefore, the taking them over by the state has 
bebo~e economically inevitable, and then -even if it is the 
state' of today that effects this":""is there an economic 
advance, the attainment of another step preliminary to the 

: taking over of all productive forces by society itself. But of 
late, 'sjn~ Bismarck went in for state-ownership of industri
al est~blishments, a kind of spurious socialism has arisen, 
degenerating, now and again, into something of flunkeyism, 
that Without more ado declares all state ownership, even of 
the Bismarckian sort, to be socialistic. Certainly, if the 
taking over by the state of the tobacco indUstry'is socialis
tic, then Napoleon and Metternich must be numbered 

. among the' founders of socialism. If the I Belgian state, for 
quite ordinary political and financial reasons, itself con
structed its chief ,railway lines; if Bismarck, not under any 
ec.anoIJY.C compUlsion, took over for the state the chief 
PrusSian lines, simply to be the better able to have them in. I 

hand m.case of war, to bring up the railway employees as 
votin,g cattle for, the government, and especially to create 
for h~elf a new,SOurce of income independent of parlia
mentary votes-this was, in 'no sense, a socialistic measure, 
direCtly Or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously. Other
wise;:the Royal Maritime company, the Royal porcelain 
m~np,facture, and even the regimental tailor of the army 
would'. also be socialistic institutions, or even, as was 
serioUsly proposed by a sly' dog in Frederick William Ill's 
reign, the taking over by the state of the brothels. 

\ ' , 
<The bourgeoisie becomes superfluous> 

If the crises demonstrate iheincapacity of the bourgeoi
sie for managing any longer modem productive forces, the 
transformation of the great establishments for production 



and distribution intO: joint-stock companies, trusts and state 
property shows how unnecessary the bourgeoisie are for 
that purpose.1 All the social·. functions of the capitalist are 
now performed by salaried employees. The capitalist has 
no further social function than that of pocketing dividends, 
t~ring off.coupons, and gambling on the Stock Exchange, 
where the. different capitalists despoil one another of ,then: 
capital. At first the capitalist mode of productionfor~es out 
the workers. Now.it forces out the capitalists, and reduces 
them, .. just as it reduced the workers, to the ranks of the 
surPlus population, although, not immediately in~o thps('} Of . 
the industrial reserve army. 
.. . 

<Bourgeois state ~wnership does not eliminate capital+ 
ism, but brings it to a head> ' 

. .' . . 

But the transformation, either int~ joint-stock companies 
and trusts,. or into state ownership, does not do away with 
the capitalistic natu.re of the productive forces. Intl}.e joip.t~ 
stock companies and trusts this is obvious. And the modern 
state, again, is only t~e organization that bourgeois, society . 
takes on iI). order to support the general external conditions 
of the capitalist mode of production. against. tile encroacll.,. 
ments as well of the workers as of indiyidulil capitalists. 
The Jp.odern state, no matter ;what its forin, ~ essentially~. 
capitalist. macl}.ine,' the ,state of the ~apitalists, the. jde,al 
'personification of .the total. nlltional capital. The more· it 
proceeds to. the taking over of the productive forces,'tl1e 
plore does it actually 'become the nation'al capitalist, ~he 
more citizens does it exploit. The workers· remain 'wage~ 
workers-:-proletarians. The, capitalist relation is nO,t. done 
away with. It is, rather brought to a head.B~t,. brought t<;> 
'a head, it toppl~ over. State qwnership of the produc;tiye 
forces is .not Jh6 solution of the conflict, but conceal~d 
within 'it are the technical conditions that form ,the .. el~~ 
ments of that solution. . 

This solution can only ~onsist in the practical recogniti()~ . 
of the sodal nature of the modern forces of producti()D, 
and therefore in. the harmonizIng of the modes of produc~ 
tion, appropriation, and exchange with the socializ~d 

\ character of the~means of. production. And this ~an only. 
come about by sO,ciety openly and directly takinKposses$ion 
of the productive forces which have outgrown,all control' 
eXc'"ept that of society as a whole. The social chara~t.er, 9f 
the means of production and of. the products. today ,reacts 
against the producers, periodically disrupts all, prodllction 
and exchange, acts only like a law of nature· working 
blindly, forcibly, destructively. But with the ta:\ting over.1;>y 
society of the productive forces, the social chllracter of;the 
means of production and of the products will be utilized by 
the producers with a perfect understanding· of its nature, 
and instead of being a source of disturban~e and periodical 
collapse, will become the most powerful lever of productiOn 
itself. . 

<Anarchy Gives Way to Pla~> 

15 July 1990, The Supplement, p~ge 27, 

... With this recognition,at last, of the real nature of the 
productive forces of today, :the social anarchy of prod\lctioij. 
gives place to a social regulation 'of prod)lcuonupon,a 
dt?finite plan, according to the·needs of the community and 
of each individual. Then the capitalist mode of appropria
tion, in which the product enslaves first the producer and 
then the appropriator, is replaced by the mode of appropri,
atioll of the products that is based upon the nature of the 
mo~ern means of· production; ,upon the one hand, 4irect 
social approp,riation, as Illeans to the maintenance a~d 
extension of Iproduction-on the other, direct individual 
appr9priation, as· means of subsistence and enjoyment. 

...Whilst it forces on more and more the transformation 
'of the vast means of production, already socialized, in~o 
lItate proPefty, it shows itself the way to accomplishing this 
revolution. The proletariat sekes political pa'wer aJid tums 

. the meanS' of production in the first instance into· stat~ 
property. 

By, . in doing this, it abolishes itself as proletariat, 
abolishes· all .class distinctions and class antagonisms, 
.abolishes also the state as state .... 'J . ,i 

J <SQ long.as there is only ~'slignt surplus, ther~ isci~ss 
division and the division of labor between directly produc~ 
tive labor and looking after the general affairs of socie.ty> 

, . Since the hiStorical appearance' of the capitalist· ~ode 
of production, the appropriation by society of all the me&ns 
of, production as often been dreamed of, more or l~s 
v~guely,by individuals, as well as by sects,a~ the.i4ea,I'Of, 
!p.e future., But it could become possible,c,ould become a 
historical necessity, ~nly when the actual conditions for ,its 
realization ,w.ere there. Like ev.ery other social advance;,it 
b.ecomes practicable, not by men understanding that the 
existence of classes is in contradiction to justice, equality, 
e~<;., not by the mere willingness to abolish these classes, 
b~~ by virtue qf certain new economic conditions. The 
separation of society in~o' an exploiting and an exploited 
class j · a I1lling and an oppressed class, was the necessary 
consequence of the deficient and restricted developmellt of, 
,production in former times., So long as the ~otal soCial 
labor only yields a produce which but slightly exceeds th~t 
barely necessary for the existence of all; so long, therefore, 
~ labor engages a.11· or almost all the time of the great 
majority of the m~mbers of society-so long, of necessity, 
this society is divided into classes. Side by side with ,the 
great majority, exclusively bond slaves to labor, arises a 
cl~ss freed .from directly'productive labor, wh~ch looks after 
the general affairs of society: the direction of .labor, state 
business,.law, science, art, etc. It is, therefore, .the law. of 
division' of labor that lies at: the basis of the division' into 
classes. But .this does not prevent. this division into classes 
from being carried out by means of violence and· robbery, 
trickery and fraud. It does not prevent the ruling class, 
once haviIig the upper hand, from consolidating its power 
at the expense of the working class, from turning its social 
·leade!Ship into 'an ·intensified exploitation of .the masses.· 
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<Tb.e canditians to, eliminate class saciety have arrived> 

,But if, upan this shawing, divisian into, classes has a 
certain historical justificatian, it has this only far a given 
. periad; anly under given sacial conditians. It was based 
upan the insufficiency of production. It will be swept away 
by the camplete develapment af madtirn prbductive farces. 
And, in fact, the abalition af classes insaCiety presuppases 
a degree af histarical evolutian at which the existence, not 
simply af this ar that particular ruling class, but af any 
ruling class ..!it all, and, therefare, the existence af class 
distinctian itself has became an absalete anachranism. It 
presuppases, therefare, the develapment af productian 
carried out to a . degree at which apprapriation af, the' 
means af productian and of the praducts, and, With this, af 
palitical daminatian,of the monopoly ofcultur,e, ,and af 
intellectual leadership by a particular class af saciety, has 
became nat anly superfluausbut ecanamically,palftieally, 
intellectually a hindrance to, development. 

, This paint is naw reached. Their palitical and intellectu
al bankruptcy is scarcely any longer a secret' to, the baur
geaisie themselves. Th~ir ecanomic ban~uptcy recurs 
regularly every ten years. 

(In the \ second half of section IlL Also, a very similar 
passage occurs in Part III, Chapter II, ((Theoretical~ of ':Anti
Dahring") . 

Marx, Introduction to the Program of the French Workers' 
Party, May, 1880 

Bearing in mind 
, that emancipatian af tb.e class af praducers is emancipa-

tian af all mankind, irrespective af race ar sex; . . 
I 

that the praducers can become free only when they have 
came into, passessian af the means afproductian; 

that the means af productian can belang to, thell). anly 
in twa farms: ' 

1) in an individual farm which, as a general phename
nan, has never existed and which is being increasingly 
eliminated by the advance af industry; 

2) in a callective farm, the material and intellectual 
elementsaf which are being creafed by the develapment 
af capitalist saciety itself; ... 

Marx (and Engels), Capital, Vol. 11/, 1894 

We saw also that capital---:-and the capitalist is merely 
capital personified and functions in the process af produc~ 
tian solely as the agent af capital-in its carresponding 
social pracess af productiqn, pumps a definite quantityaf 
surplus-labar out 'of the direct producers, or labarers; 
capital obtains this surplus-labor without an equivalent, and 
in essence it always remains farced labor-no, matter haw 
much it may seem t6 result from free cantractual agree
ment. This surpius-labor appears as surplus-value, and this 

I 

surplus value exists as a surplus-praduct. Surplus-Iabar in 
general" as .labar performed aver and abave the given 
requirements, must always remain. In the capitalist as well 
as in the slave system, etc., it merely assumes an antaganis- ' 
tic farm and is supplemented by camplete idleness of a 
stratum af saciety. A definite quantity of surplus-labor is 
required as insurance against accidents, and by the neces
sary and progressive expansion af the pracess of reproduc:-

. tion in keeping with he . development of the needs and the 
. growth af population, which is called accumulation from 

tlie viewpoint of the capitalist. It is one, of the civilizing 
aspects of capital that it enforces this surplus-labor in a 
manner and under canditians w.hich are mare advantageous 
to, the development. of the productive farces;' social rela
tians, and the creatian af the elements far a new and . 
higher farm than under the preceding farms af slavery, 
serfdam, etc. Thus it gives rise to, a stage, an the ane hand, 
in which caercian and monapolizatian af sacial develap
ment (including its material and intellectual advantages) by 
ane portian of society at the expense of the other are 
eliminated; 'on the ather hand, it creates the material 
means af' embryanic canditians, making it passible in a 
higher form of society to combine this surplus-labar with 
a greater reductian of time devoted to material labOr in 
general. For, depending on the develapment aflabor 
productivity, surplus-Iabar may be large in a small .total 
working-day, and relatively small in a large tatal warking
day ... : In that case, it depends upan,the labor productivity 
haw much use value shall be produced in a definite time" 
hence also in a definite surplus labor-time. The actual 
wealth of society, and the possibility of canstantly expand
ing its repraductian process, therefore, do nat depend upon 
the duration af surplus-labar, but upan its praductivity and 
the mare or less capiaus canditians af praduction under 
which it is perfarmed. In fact, the realm of freedom 
'actually begins anly where labar which is determined by 
necessity and mundane consideratians ceases; thus in the 
very nature af things it lies b~yandthe sphere af actual 

'material praductian: Just as the savage must wrestle with 
Nature to, satisfy his wants, to maintain and! reproduce life, 
so, must civilized man, and he must do,· 'So in all sacial 
formatians and under all possible madbi 9f praduction. 
With ,his develapment this realm af physical necessity 
expands as a result af his wants; but, at the same time, the 
forces of praduction which satisfy these wants also increase. 
Freedam in this field can anly cansist in socialized man, 
the associated praducers, ratianally regulating their inter
change with Nature, bringing i~ under their common 
control, instead of being ruled by it as by the blind farces 
of Nature; and achieving this with the least expenditure af 
energy and under conditions most favarable tp, and warthy 
of, their human nature. But it 'nanetheless still remains a 
realm of necessity. Beyond' it begins that develapment of 
human energy which is an end in itself, the true realm of 
freedom, which, hawever, can blassam farth anly with this 
realm of' necessity as its basis. The shortening of the. 
working-day is its basic prerequisite. 



.' 

(Pan, lJ1, Chapter XLVIIL "The Trinity Formula'~ A,little ' 
" into Subsection III) " ' 

, Prospects. of. world-wide 
, \ . 

revolution 

Engels, Letter to K. Kautsky, Sept. 12, 1882 
. ". \ '.' . 

Once Europe is reorganized,a-nd ~orth America, that 
will furnish such colossal power and such an eXample that " 
the semi-ci~ilized countries will of themselves follow in 1 

, their wake; economic needs, 'if anything, will.s~~ to t~~t 
But as to what social and political phases these countnes 
will then have to pass through before they likewise arrive 
at socialist organiZation, I think we today ~n advance 
rathyr idle hyPotheses.. 

Engels, Afterword to the Work liOn Soc!al Relations.. in. 
Russia", January 1894 . 

In effect, nowhere· has agrapan ',?om1!lunism, ponte down· 
from the tribal system, ever evolved, anything o~t of itself 
eXcept its own' disintegtat~on. By 1861, th~ RUssian villag.e 
comlnunity was itself a relatively weakened form of thIS 
kind of comml1nism; ... ' - " I . , 

However it is not only possible but inescapabie that '., 
once the pr~letariat wins out and the :mea~s of,p(oduction' 
pas!! into common own~rship among the ,W€(St-European, 
nations the countries which have just managed to ,make a 
start o~ capitalist production, and where tribal instit,utions , 
or relics of them are still intact, will be able to use these' 
relics ~of communal oWnership and, the corresponding, 
popular customs "as a powerful. ~ean~ .of. considerably , 
shortening their advance to SOCialIst SOCIety and largely.' 
sparing themselves the sufferings and the s~ruggles through, 
which we in Western Europe have to 'make our way. But, 

t an inevitable condi~ion of this is the example and active \ 
' support of the hitherto capitalist West.' Only whe~ ,the " 

capitalist economy ha~ been overcome at home and In ~e 
countries of its prime, only when the retarded COuntrIes 
have seen from· their example "how it's done"" how -the 
productive forces of modern industry are made to w?rk as 
social' property Jor society as a whole-onl~ then wil~' the 
retarded countries be able to start. on this abbreVIated 
process of development But then their _ ~u~cess will be 

. assured. And this applies not ~nly to RUSSIa but t~ all , 
countries, at the pre-capitalist stage of development. 
However this will be, relatively easiest, done: in Ru!\sia,' 
where a ~art of the native population has a'lreadyassimi-

I. { ,. t I 
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,lated the intellectual 'fruits of capitalist development, which 
will make it possible, in a period of reyolutio~, to catty out 
her social transformation almost simultaneously with that 

/ ' , of the West ,I 

Marx and I said as much on January 21, 1882, in the 
Preface to the Russian Edition of the Manifesto of the 
Communist Party, in atraI)Slation by Plekhanov. W~ wrote: 

,"But in, Russia we find, face to face with the rapJdly 
developing capitalist swindie and bourgeois landed property, 
just beginning "to develop, more than half the land owned 
in common by the peasants. Now the question is: can the 
Russjan obshchina, though greatlr undermined, y~t a form 
of the primeval common ownershIp of land, pa~s dIrectly to . 
the higher form of communist common ownership? Or, on,' ' 
the contrary, must it first pass through the same process of 
dissolution as constitutes the historical evolution of the 
West? 

, "1'he· only answer .to; that possible today is thi~: If the,; 
Russian Revolution becomes the signal for a proletarian I 
revolution in the West, so 'that both complement each 
other, the present Russian common ownership of land may 
,serve as the starting point for a communist development." 

I do not undertake to say whether this community is 
still sufficiently intact to become, when the occasion arises" 
and in combination with a revolution in Western Europe, 
the starting point for oCommunis~ development, as .Marx a~d ,
I had still hoped in 1882. This much, however, IS certaIn: 
if a.nything of this community is to be salvaged" the first 
requirement is the overthrow ofl the tsarist despotism, a 
'revolution in Russia. The Russian-revolution will not only 
:WreSt the greater part of the nation, the peasants, from 
their isolation in., the villages, constituting' their mir, their 
universe; -it 'will not only lead the peasants out into the 
large arena, where they will come to know theoutsidf? 
world and with it their own selveS, their own condidons; 
and the means of escape frpm l their present misery-th~ 
Russian revolution will also give. a fresh impulse to the 
labor movement in the West, creating for it new and better' 
conditions for struggle and thereby advancing the victory of 
the modem industriai proletariat;' a'victory without which 
present-day Russia, whether on the ba~is of the community 
or of ca:pital~m, cannot achieve socialist tral;lSformati~n of 
society. 
, (From the last, third of the afterword, and from the 

concluding passage.) 
... ~ 

" 

Engels, Prin~iple$of Communism, 1,847 

Question 19: Will it bepo~sible for this revolution to take, 
place in one country alone? = / " 

Answer: No. Ifu'ge-scale industry, already by creating the 
world market, has so linked up all the peqples of the, earth, , 
and especially the- civilized peoples, that ~ch people is 
,depe~dent on what happens to another. Further,' in all 

,.. 
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civilized countries large-scale industry has so levelled social.' 
de~elopment that in all these countries the bpuigeoisie and .' 
the proletariat have become the two decisive classes Of 

. society and the struggle between them the main struggle of 
the' day. The communist revolution will therefQre be no . 
merely national one; it will be,'a revolution taking place 
simultaneously in all Civilized countries,' that is, at'least in 
England, America, France, and !Jermany. In each of these :' 
countries it wi.ll develop more . quickly oJ' more slowly 
according to whether the country has a more developed 

, industry,: more wealth, and' a more considerabl~ mass of 
productive forces. It will therefore be slowest and most' 
difficult to carry out in Germany, quickest and easiest in 
England. It will also have- an important effect upon 'the 
other counpies of the world; and will completely change 
andgteatly accelerate their previous manner of develop-

. ment. It is a worldwide revolution and will therefore be 
; . world~de in sc6pe. ' > . 

Socialism.is' based on,the 
prol~tariat 

Marx and Engelsj The Holy Family, Sept.-Nov., 1844' 

Proletariat and wealth are oppositeS; as such they form . 
a single whole.1hey are both creations of the world of 
private property. The question is exa~tly what place each ' 
occupies in the antithesis. It is !lot sufficient· to declare 
them two sideS of a singh~ whole. . 
, Private property· as piivate property, as wealth, is 
compelled to maintain itself, and thereby its opposi!e, the 
proletariat, in 'existe,nce. That is the positive side of the 
antitheSis, self-satisfied private property. .' 

The proletariat, on the contrary;, is comp~lled as prole. 
tariat to abolish itself -and t~ereby. its opposite, privllte 
property, which determines its existen,ce,and which makes 
it proletariat. It i&. the liegq.tive side of the antithesis, its 
restlessness within its very self, dissolved and self-dissolving 
private property. J 

The propertied . class and 'the class of the proletariltt 
-present the same human self-estrangement. But the f~rmer 
class feels at ,ease and strengthened in this self-estrange-

~
'ent, it recognizes estrangement as its own pow~r and has 
in it the semblance of a' human existence. The latter feels ' 
annihilated in estrangement; it sees in it its own powerless

ess and the reality ef an inhuman' existence. It is, to use 
an expression Of Hegel; in its abasement the indignaiion at 
that abasement, ,an indignation to which it is necessarily 
driven by the contradiction between its human nature and 
its condition of life, which is the outright, resolute and 
comprehensiv;~ negation of that nature. , 

Within, this antithesis the private property-owner is 
therefore the conservative side, the proletarian the tksUUc-:
tive side. From the former arises the action of preserving 
,the antithesis; from the latter the action 'of annihilating,it 

Indeed private property drives itself in its econonu'c 
movement towards its own dissolution, but only through a 
development which does not depend on it,' which' is 
unconscious and which takes place a~inst the will of 
,private property by the very nature of'things, onlyin~much 
as it produces the proletariat as proletariat, poverty which 
is consCious, of its spiritual and physical povertY, dehuman~ 
ization which is conscious of 'its . dehumanization, and 
therefore \ self-abolishing. ,The proletariat executes the 
sentence' that privat~property pronounces on itself by 
prQdu~ing the proletariat, just as it executes tlie senten~ 
that wage-labor pronounces on. itself by produ~ing wealth 
for others and poverty for. itself. When. the pr~letariat is 
victorious, it by no means ~mes the absolute side of 
society, for it is victorioUs onlyby abolishing i~lf and its 
OPposi~e. Then the proletariat disappears as well as the 
opp<;>site which~etermines it, privat~ propeI:1Y. , , ' 
, , When socialist writeI'S ascribe this, world-historic role. to 
the proletariat, it is not ~t all, as' Critical Criticism pretends 
to believe, 'because th~' regard ~he proletarians as gods. 
Rather the conh:ary. Since in the:fully~formed proleUuiat. 
the abstraction of al~ hu,manity, even of the semblance of· 
h~m~nity, is practically complete; sfnce the conditions of 

~ iife"of the proletaria!,sum up' all the conditions 'of life of 
\ socje!), today in their most inhuman fonp.j since man has 
lost himself in the proletariat, yet at the same time has not 
onlY,'gained theoretical conscioUsness of .that loss, but, 
through urgent, no longer removable,· no longer disguisable, 
absolutely i~perative need~the pr~ctical 'expression, of 
necessity':-is . driven directly to' revolt against this inhuman
ity, ~t follows that ~e proletariat can and mUst emancipate 
'itself. ,But it cannot emancipate itself without aJiQ!!shing the 
conditions of its' oWILlife.-~~llditions 
'of its 'o~,life wi~~ll-:-th,e-inhuman~n~i:
t~~ty today 'which a~med--upln Its 
,0WiisiumtiOn:-Nu~ in Win -aoes it go through the stem but ' 
steeling sclroul-of1abor. It is not a question of what this or 
that proletarian, or even the whole' proletariat, at' the , 
inoment, regardS' as its 'aim; It is a question of what the 
proletariat is, and what, in aCcordance with this being, it will 

. ' historically be compelled to ~o. Its aim and historical action 
is visibly and irrevocably, foresbad~wed in its own ·life 
situa.~ion as well as in the whole organization of bourgeois 
society today; There Is ~Qneed to exp)ain here that a large 
part of the English and Frenc~ proletariat is already 
conscious of its historic ·task .and is constantly working to 
develop that consciousness into complete clarity. 

'(Chapter Iv. Section- 4 ,'Proudhon'~ Critical Comment 
#2) 



Engels, Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, JariAir~. half of 
March, 1880 , ' 

lIt PrOletarian Revolution-solution of the contradictions., . 
The proletariat seizes, the public power, and by means of 
this transforms the socialized means of production, slipping 
from the hands of tlie bourgeoisie, into public .property. By 
this act, the proietariat frees the means of pr~uction fro~ 
the character of capital they have thus Jar borne, and gives 
theirsoeialized charac~er complete freedom to work itself 
out SoCialized" production upon a predlftermined plan 
becomes henceforth possible. The development of produc
tion . makes the exiStence' of different cla&Ses of society 
thenceforth an anachronism. 'In' proportion' as anarchy in 
Social production VanisheS, the' political, authorit)t ,of the 
~tate dies out Man, at laSt the master of his o~n,form of 
soCial orgaruZation, becOmes at th~ same timetlfe lord, over 
rtature, hiS oWn master"'-free;' .' ", . 

To accomplish this act of .universal emancipation is the, 
historical miSsion of the modern proletariat. To thoroughly 
comprehend ,the historical conditionS and thus tlie very' 
nature of this act, to impl;lrt to the now opprdsed proletar
ian class a tull knowledge of the conditions and of the 
meaning of the momentous acUt is called upon to,accom~ 
pliSh....,.this is the task of thetheoreticaiexpression of the 
proletarian movement, scientific socia~ism; , ' I 

, (This 'is; the ,concluding passage 0/' "Socialism, 'Utopian 
~ Sciir!'fic;~) , ' , .. " 

•.•• J 

Socialism is made thro~gh ' , 
revolution <' 

" ' 
" .. } 

, ' 

Eng~is,: The Condition of the Working-C~ass'in Eng/~nd, '. 
1844-March, 1845 ' 

But assu~ing ,that, England retained the monopoly of " 
~nl$ctures, thl;lt its !actoriesperpetually multiply,what 
must be the result?' The commerCial crises would continue, ' 
and grow more violent, more terrible, with the extension 'of , 
industry and the multiplication of the, 'proletl;lriat. The, 
proletariat would increase in geometricalpr~port~on, in 
consequence of the progressive rum of the ,lower middle-' 
class and the giant strides with which'capital is concentrat~ 
ing itself in the hands of the few; and the proletariat would 
soon embrace the who~e natiC?n, with the exception of a 
few millionaires. But in this development there comes a ' ' 

, stage at~htch the proletariat ,perceives how easily the 
existing power may be ove~thrown, and then follows a 
revolution. ' 

Neither of these supposed conditions may, however, be, 
expected to arise. The commercial crises, the mightiest 
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levers for all independent development of the proletariat, 
will probably, shorten the process, acting in concert with 
foreign competition and the deepening ruin of the lower 
middle~class. I think the people will not endure more than 
one crisis. The next one, in 1846 or 1847" will probably 
bring with it the repeal of the Com Laws and the enact
ment of the Charter. What revolutionary movements the 
Charter may give rise 1<;> remains to be seen. But, by the 
time of t1!.e next ... following cpsis, ~hich, according to the 
analogy of its predecessors, must'break out in 1852 or 1853, 
,unlesS 'delayed perhaps by the repeal of the Corn Laws or 
hastened by other influences, such as foreign competition 
-by the time this' crisis arrives, the English people, will 
have had enough of being plundered by the capitalists and 
left to starve when the capitalists no longer require their 
'services. If, up to that time, the' EngliSh bourgeoisiedo~ 
not pause to reflect-and to all appearance it certainly will 
not (10 so-a revolution will follow with which none 
hitherto known can be compared. The proletarians, driven 
to despair, will seize the torch which Stephens has preach~ 
ed to them; the vengeance of the peopleswilI come dQwn 
with a wrath of which the rage of 1793 gives no tnie idea. 
The war of the poor against the rich will be'the bloodiest 
ever waged. Even the, union of a p'art of the bourgeoisie 
with the proletariat, even a general reform of the bourgeoi
sie, would not help ma~ters. Besid~, the change of heart 
of the bourgeoisie could only go as far asa lukewarm 
juste-ntilieu [golden mean]; the more determined, uniting 
with the' workers, would only· form a new Gironde, and 
s,uccumhin the course of the mighty development., The 
prejudices 'of Ii whole class cannot be laid aside like an old 
c0at: least of all, those of the stable, narrow, selflsh English 
bourgeoisie. These are, all inferences which' may be drawn 
with the greatest certainty: conclusions, the premises for 
,which are undeniable facts, partly of historical development, . 
-partly acts inherent 'in human nature. Prophecy is nowhere 
so easy as iIi. England, where all th~, comptinent elements 
of society are clearly defined and sharply separated. The 
revolution must come; it ~s already too late to bring about 
a peaceful solution; but it can be made more ge~tly than 
that prophesied in the fOJ:egoing pages. This depends, 
however" more upon the development of the proletariat 
than upon that of the bourgeoisie. In pr~portion, as the 
proletariat absorbs soCialistic and comJP.unistic 'elements, 
'»"ill the revolution' diminish in bloodshed; revenge, and 
'savagery. Communism stands; in principle, abov~ the breach
bem:een bourgeoisie and proletariat; recognizes 'only its 
histo!ic significance for the present, but not its justification 
for,the future: wishes, indeed, to bridge over this chasm, to 
do away with all class antagonisms. Hence' it recognizes as 
jUstified, so long as the struggle exists, the exasperation of 
the proJetariat toWards its oppressors as a neCessity, as the 
most important lever for a,labor movement just beginning; 
but it goes beyond this exaSperation: because Communism 
is a question of humanity and not of the workers alone., 
Besides, it does not occur to any Communist to 'wish to 
revenge, himself upon individuals, 'or to believe that, in 

.. 
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general, the, single bourgeois can act otherwlse, under'~ previous violent upheavals? A social revolution, gentlemen, 
existing circumstances,than he does act. English SOcialism, is something quite different from the political reVolutions 
ie., Communism, rests directly upon the irresponsibility of which have place so far. It is not direCted, as these have 
the individual. Thus the more the. English workers absorb been, againSt the property of monopoly, but against the 
communistic ideas', the more superfluous becomes ':their ~monopoly of property; a social revolution, gentlemen, is the 
present bitterness, which should it continue so violent as at open war o[.the poor against the rich. And such a struggle, 
preSent, could accomplish nothing; and the ~ore their in which all·the mainSpnngs and causes, which fu. pr~vious 
action against the bourgeoisie will l~se its Isavage c):'Ueltjr., histqrical cqnflicts lay dark and hidden at the bottom, 
If indeed,it were pos!!ibl~ to make 1he ,whole proletariat operaie openly .and without concealment, such a struggle, 
cOmnlunistic before the war bre.aks, op.t, the end w6pld be \ to be sure, threatens to Qe far fierc~ .and bloodier than all 
very peac~ful; but that is no longer possible. thetiinehas. . thqse that 'Preced~ it. The result of this struggle can be 
gone by. Meanwh~le, I think that before the outbr~k of· twofold. Either the rebellious party only attacks the 
open, declared war ·of the poor against' the rich, there' will app~ance; 'nOt the essence,' only the fOrIil, not the thing 
be enough intelligent comprehension of the social question i~~lf, or it go~, for th~ thjng i~lf, 'grasps the evil itself by 
among the proleta~iat, to, enable the communisticpartyj '. the root. In the first ,case private property will be allowed 
with the help of events;'to conquer the brutal elem~nt of ~o COntinue and will only be distributed 'differ~ntly, so that 
the reVolution and prevent a "Nint~ Thermidor". In'any theaiuses"which have led to the present situation remain 
case, the experience of the French will not have "bec:}n in operation and- must sooner; or later bring about a similar 
undergone in vain, arid most of the Chartist leaders are, situ,tion and 'another revolution. But, ,gentlemen, is this 
moreover, already Communists. And as Communism stands possible? Has there been a revolution which did not really 
above the strife between bourgeoisie and proletariat, ifwill ' carry. ont what it was out for? The English revolution 
be ,easier for the better elerbents of the bourgeoisie (which realized both the religious and- political principles whose 
are, however, deplorably few. and can look for recruits o~ly suppression by Charles I caused it to break out; the French 
among the rising generation) to unite with it than the. bourgeoisie in its fight against the aristocracy and the old 
purely proletarian Chartism. mqnarchy achieve<teverything that it aimed for, made an 

If these conclusions hav~ not ,been sufficiently'estab- end to all the abuses which drove it to insurrection. And 
lished in the cours/? ,of the present work, there may. be $hoUld the insurrection 'of the poor cease before poverty 
other opportunities for de~onstrating that they ate neCl3S- and Its causes have been eliminated? It is not possible, 
sary consequences of the historical development ofEnglarid. gelltlemen; it would be' flying in the face of all historical 
But this I maintain, the war of the poor against !h~ rich exPeri~nce to suppose such a thing. Furthermore, the level 
now carried on in detail and indirectly will become dir~t Qr.' education of the- ~orkeJ'S, especially in England and 
and universal. It is too late for a peaceful solution; The France, forbids us to' consider this pOssible. There only 
classes are divided ,more and more sharply, the' sprritof . remaIns, then, the other alternative, namely, that the future 
resistance penetrates the workers, the bitterness intensifies, sQcial revolution will deal with the real causes of want and 
thegp.errilla skirmishes become' concentrated in more poverty, of ignorance and crime, that it will therefore carry 
important battles, and·soon a slight impulse will suffice to-', throlJgh areal 'SoCial reform. And this can only happen by 
set the avalanche in motion.' Then;, indeed, will the war-cry the proclamfltion of t.!te principles of communism. Just 
resound through the land: "War to the mansion, pe&ce to consider,.gentlemen, the ideas which actuate the worker in 
the cottage!"-but then it 'will be too late 'for the rich to those countries' where the worker- too thinks. LOOk at 
beware. . ..'. Frl;l.pce, at tb.e different'sections of the :Jabor movement, 

(This is the concluding passage o/the work.) whether they ~re not all coinmunistic; go to Ehgland and 
listen to th~ kinds of· proposals being made to the workers 

.' . '. fo~ ilte \inii)fov~ment 'of their position -:-are they not all 
Frederick Engels. Speeches in Elberf,eld,1845 base4 on' the principle of 'common property; study the 

i . , diffeient . systeIr1s of social reform and how many will you 
So yqu see, gentlemen, substantiated also in detail what find that are not co~uIJistic? Of all the syStems Which are 

in the beginning, proceeding from competition in general, still pf any' importance today, the only one which is not 
I set out in general terms-namely, that. the unavpi!iable communistic is that of Fourier, who devoted more attention 

, result of our existuig social relationS, un~ei: all Circum- to ill~ social organization of human activity tlian to the 
. stances, and in' aU cases, will be a social revolution. With distribution of its ·products. All these' .facts justify the 
the same certaintY with. which we can develop from 'given conclusion that a future social revolution will end with the 
mathematical' principles a new mathematical propositioIi, implementation of the pr4tciples of cOlnm:unism and :hanDy 
with thtt same certainty we can deduce from'the existing perinit any othe;1" possibilitY; , 

. eco;nomic relations and the principles of political eConomy. If; gentlemen, theSe conclusions are correct, if the social 
the iInririnence of sodal revolution. Let us, however, look' revolution and practical communism are the necessary 
at this lipheaval a little' closer; what form will it take, what reSUlt of our existing conditions-then we have to concern 
will be its results, in what ways will it differ from the ~ _ ourselves above all with the measures . by which w~ ~ 



avoid a violent and bloody overthrow of the social condi-, 
tions. And there is only one means, namely,' the peaceful 
introduction or at least preparati<?n of communism. If we 
do not want the-bloody solution of the social problem, if 
we do not want to / permit the daily growing contradiction 
between the education and the condition of our proletari
ans to come to a head, which, according to all our experi
ence of human nature, vyill mean that this contradiction 
will be solved by brute' force, desperation and thirs~ for, 
revenge, then, gentlemen, we must apply ourselves seriously. 
and without prejudi~e to the social problem; then we must 
make it our business to contribute our share towards 
humanizing the condition of the modern helots. And if it 
should perhaps appear to some of you that the raising of 
the hitherto abased classes will not be possible wfthout an 
. abasement afyour own 'condition, then you ought to bear 
in mind' that what is involved is to create for all people 
such a condition that everyone can freely develop' his. 
human nature and live in a human rel!itionship with his 
neighbors, and has no need to fear any violent sh,attering 
of his condition; it must be borne iIi mind that what some 

,jndivlduals have to s~crifice is not 'their real human 
enjoyment of life, but dnly tlie semblance of this enjoyment 
,produced by our bad conditions, something which conflicts 
with'the reason ,and the heart of those who now enjoy 
these apparent advantages. Far from wis~ing to destroy real 
human life with all its requirements and need~, we wish on 
the contrary really to bring it into. ~eing. And if, even apart 
from this, you will only seriously consider for a moment 
what'the consequences of oUf preSent situation are bound 
to be, 'into what labyrinths of contradictions and d~orders 
it is leading us-then, gentlemen, yo~ will certainly find it 
worth the trouble to study the social question seriously and 
thoroughly., And if I can induce you to do this, I shall p.ave 
achieved the purpose of my tal~ , , 

'Marx and Engels, The German Ideology, 1845-46, 
, ' 

. ' thjs sum of productive forces, capital fun& and S9CiWl 
forms of intercourse" WhiCh" every individual and' eve" 
generation finds in existence as something given, is the rea 
basis .of what the philosophers have conceived as "sub
stance" and "essence of man," and what they have deif;i.ed , 
and attacked: a C real basis which is not in, the least' dis
turbed, in its' effect and influence on the development of 
men, by the fact that these philosophers revolt against it as . 
"self-consciousness" and the."unique." Th~e conditions of 
life; which different generations find in existence, determine 
also.whether or not the revolutionary conwlsion periodical
ly recurring in hist6iy will be strong enough to overthrow 
the basis of everything that exists: ¥d if these material 
elements of a complete revolution are not present-namely, 
on the one hand the existing productive forces, on the 
other the formation of a revolutionary mass, which revolts 
not only against separ~te conditions of the existing soci~ty, 
but against the existing "production of life" itself, the: 
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"total activity" on' which it was based-then it is absolutely 
immaterial for practical development whether the "idea;' of 
this revolution has been expressed a hundred times already, 
as the history. of communism proves. I 

(Near the beginning' of Section 1 (b) "Concerning the 
production of consciousness") 

Engels, Principles of Communism, 1847 

Question 16: Will it-be possible to bring about the abolition 
of private property by pea<,:eful methods? ' 

Answer: It is to be desired that this could.happen, and 
Communists certainly would be the' last to resist it. The 
CommunistS know only too well that all conspiracies are 
not only futile but even harm.ful. They know only too well 
that revolutions are not made deh"berately and arbitrarily, 
but, that everywhere and at all times they have been the 
neceSsary outcome of circu~tances entirely independent of 
the will, and the leadership of particular parties and entire 
classes. But they also see that the development of' the 
proletariat, is in nearly every civilized country forcibly 
suppressed, and that thus-the opponents of the Communists 
are working with all their might towards a revolution. 
Should the oppressed proletariat in the end be goaded into 
a revolution, we Communists will then defend 'the cause of 
the prolet~ans by deed just as will as we do now by word. 
. <Essentially the same answer is given in the "Draft of 

1l CommUnist Confession of Faith" to q\lestion 14, "As you 
wish to prepare for community 'of property by the 
enlightening and uniting of the proletariat, 'then you reject 
revolution?"> 

Marx, The Hague Congress~peech, September 8, 1872 

The worker will some day have to Win political suprema
cy in order to organize labor along new lines... ' 
, But we' have by no means affirmed that this goal would 
be achieve.d by identical means. ' 

We kriow of the allowances we'must make for the 
institutions, customs and traditions of the various countries; 
and we 'do not deny that there are countries such as 
America, England~ and I would add Holland if I knew your 
instit1;ltions better, where the working people may achieve 
their goal by 'peaceful means. If that is true, we must also' 

,recogruze that in most of the continental countries it is 
force that will have to be the lever of our revolutions; it is, ' 
force that we shall some day have to resort to iIi order to 
establish a reign' of labor. 

I • I ' 

Engels, Preface, to the English edition of "Capital", Vol. 1, 
Nov. 5, 1886, 

Surety, at sucll. a moment, the voice ought to be heard 

" " 
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of a man' whose' whole theory i~, the result of a'life.;.lortg· II. By employing workers in national workshops and 
study oCthe economic history and condition of England, " ' factories and on national estates~ IlL By educating all 
and whom that study led to the conclusion that, at least in children at the expense of the state. 
E~rope, England is the only country where the ineVitable 
social revolution might be effected entirely by peaceful and QueStion 19: How will you arrange this kind of- education 
legal means, He :certainly never forgot to add that Ihe during the period of transition? 
hardly- expected the English ruling classes to submit, 
without a "pro-slavery rebellion," tO'this peaceful an4legal 
revolution. .'\ ' 

Engels, Letter to ,Gerson Trier in Oopenhagen, D~c. 18, 
1889 

, 'We are agreed on this: that the proletariat c~nnot 
conquer political power, the only door to the new SOCiety, 
without violent revolution. For the proletariat to be strong 
enough to win ,on the decisive'day it must-and Marx and 
I have advocated this ever since 1847-'--forma·:separate 
party distinct from all others and opposed to them" a 
~onscious class party. ' ' 

Revolution and the transit_on, 
~ . I .~,.' " \ 

to socialism 
. . ,'~ .. :. . 

Eng~ls, Draft of a Oommunist Oonfession of FoJif{'1,e~7' 
- ,;, : ~ -/ > • '" • 

Q~eStion 15: Do'you inteitd' to .replace· the ~tijlg social 
order by community of property at one stroke? 

An~wer: We have no such intention~ The development of 
the masses cannot be ordered by d~cree. It is determined 
by:,th~ :de~elopment ~f the conditions in which thesemasse& 
iive, and therefore proceeds gradually. 

Question '16: How do 'you thillk the transitiol~ from the 
present situation. to community of propertY is to be: effected? 

! " • / 
Answer: The first, fundamental condition for the introduc
tion of comrilUnity of property is the political liberation of 
the proletariat through a democratic constitution. 

Question 17: What will be your first measure 'Once you have 
~tablished democracy? , 

~swer: Guaranteeing the subsistence of~he proletariat:: ' 

Question 18: How will you do that? 

Answer:). By limiting private property in ,such a .way that 
it gradually prepares the way for its transformation\ into 
~ocialproperty, e,g. by progressive taxation" limitation of' 
the right qfinheritance in favo~ of the state, ytc., ~tc. 

Answer: Allchij.dren will be educated in state establish
ments from, the time when they Cando without the first' 
maternal Care. ' 

,:"" . 

'Engels, PrinCiples of Oommunism, 1847 

Question'17: Will it be possible to abolish privateproperty 
at one stroke? " , , 

AhSM/er: ~o, such a tIiing would be just as impossible as at 
one stroke to' increase the existing productive forces to the 
degree"necessary for instituting community 'of property; 
Hence, the proletarian revolution, which in all 'probabifity 
is impending, will transform 'existirig society only gradually, 
and' be 'able to abolish private property only' when the 
necessary quantity of the means of production has been 
created;' ' ' I 

Question 18: What will be the course of this revolution? 

Answer: In' the fIrst' plac~ 'it will' i~ugurate a democratic 
cOllStitutian and thereby, directly or iridirectly, the political 
rule of the' 'proletariai~ Directly in England, where the 
proletariat already constitutes the majority of the people. 
Indirectly in France and in Getxnany, where the majority of 
the people consists not' only of proletarians but also of 
small peasants' and urban ,pettY bourgeois, who are only 
~ow be~g proletarianized andin all their po~itical interests 
,are becoming·inore and more dependent on the proletariat 
and therefore soon will have to conform' to the demands of 
the proletariat. This will perbaps involve a second fIght, but 
one:that can e:Q.d only in the victOIy'of the pro!etariat. 
"Democracy would be ,quite useleSs to the proletariat if 
it were not ~ediately used as a ,m~ of carrying 
through further measures directly attacking private owner
ship and' securing the means of subsistence of !he proletari
at. Chief among'these measures, already mad~ necessary by 
the existing conditions, are the following: ' 

" 1. Limitation of private ownership by means of progres
sive taxatim;l, high inheritance' taxes, abolition of inheri

t tance by collatera1lmes (brothers, nephews, etc.), compul
i sory loans and so forth. 

2. Gradual expropriation of landed proprietors, factory 
owners, railway and shipping magnates, partly through 

• competition on the part of state industry and partly directly 
through compensation in assignations. 

3. Confiscation of Ule property of all emigrants and 
rebels against the'majority of the people. , 

4. Organization of the labor or' employment of the 



proletarians on national eStates, in national factories, and 
. workshops, thereby putting and end to competition among 

the workers themselves and compelling the factory oWners, 
as long as they.still exist, to pay the same increased wages 
as the state. '.1' 

. S. Equal liability to work for all members of society until 
complete abolition· of private ownership. Formation of 
industrial armies, especially for agriculture. . 

6. Centralization of the credit and banking systems in 
the hands of. the' State by' means of a national bank :with 
state capital and the suppression of all private bankers and· 
bankers. 

7. Increase Qf national factories, workshops, railways, 
and ships, cultivation of all uncultivated land and improve
ment of land· already cultivated in the same proportion in 

. which the capital and workers·at'the disposal o( the nation 
increase. 

8. Education of all' children, as soon as they are old 
enough to do without the first ·maternal care, in natioqaI 
institutions and at the expense of the nation. E4ucation 
combined with production. ' 

9. The erection. of large palaces on national estates as'. 
coIIinlon dwellings for c01D:munities of citizens engaged in 
industry as will as agriculture,' and combin~g the advan
tages of both urban and rural life without the one-sidedness . 
and disadvaJitages of e~ther. .. 

10. The demolition of all unsa'Ilitary and badly built 
dwellings imd town districts. 

·11. Equal right of inheritance to be enjoyed by illegiti- . 
mate. and legitimate children. 

12. Concentration of all means of transport in the han!1s 
of the nation.' . 

Of course,· all these measures canil.ot be carried out at . 
once. But one will always lead to the other •. Once the first 
radical onslaught . upon private ownership has been made, 
the proletariat will see itseif compelled to go always 
further, to concentrate aI.I capital, all ;agriculture,. all . 
indUstry, all transport and all exchange more and more· fu. 
the hands of the State. All these measures work. towards' 
such results; and they will become realizable and will 
develop their centralizing consequences in the same 
proportion in which the productive forces of the country. 
. will be multiplied by the labor of the: proletaIj,at. Finally, 
when all capital, all production, and all exchange are 
cQncentrated in the hands of the nation, private ownership 
will automatically have ceased to exist, money will. have 
become superfluous, and production will have so ~creased 

'. and men will be so ml,lch changed ~atthe lalit forms of 
the old social relations will also be able to fall away. 

. \ 

Marx and Engels, The Manifesto of the Communist Party, 
1848 

We have seen above, that the first step in the revolution 
by the working class is to raise the proletariat to. the 
pOsition of ruling class, to win th~ battle of democracy. " 
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The proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, 
by~egrees, all capital fr~m i.he bO'urgeoisie, to centra~ize 
allmstruments of production In the hands of the State, I.e., 
of the proletariat organized as the ruling class; and to 
increase the total of productive forces as rapidly as pOssi
ble ... 

Of cOurse, in the beginning, .this cannot be effected 
except by means of despotic inroads on· the rights of 
property, .and on the conditions of bourgeois production;). 
by means of measures, therefore,which appear economical, 
ly· insufficient and untenable, but which,· in the' course of 
. the movement, outstrip, themselves, necessitate further 
inroads in th.e old social order, and are unavoidable as a 
nieans of entirely revolutionizing the mode of production. 

These measures will of course. be different in different 
. countries. Nevertheless, in the most advanced countries, 

the following will be pretty generally applicable: ' 
1. Abolition of property in land and. application of all 

rents of "land to public· pUrpOses. 
2. A heavy progressive of graduated income tax. 
3. Abolition of all right of inheritance. . 
4. Confiscation of the property. of all emigran,ts and 

rebels. 
S. Centralization of credit in the hands of the State, by 

means .of a national bank with State capital and \ an 
exclusive monopoly. , 

6. 'CentraliZation of the means. of communication· and 
transport in the hands of the State. . 
,. 7. Extension of·factories and instruments of production 
owned by the State; the. bringing into cultivation of waste
landS,and the improvement of the soil generally in accor
dance with a common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to labor:. &tablishment of 
irldustrial armies, especially for' agriculture. ? 

. 9. Combination of agriculture with· manufacturing 
industries; gradual abolition of the distinction between town 
and country, by a more equitable distribution of ,the 
population over the country. ' 
. 10. Free education for all children in public schools. 

Abolition of children's factory labor in its present form. 
Combination of education with industrial production, etc., 
etc . 

Marx, First Draft of "Th,e Civil War in France", April-May . 
1871 

The Commune does not do away with the class struggle, 
through which the working clasSes strive to the abolition of 
all classes, ... , but it affords the rational medium in which . . 

that .CIass struggle can run through its different phases in I 

the most rational and humane way. It could start violent 
reactions and as violent revolutions: It begins the emancipa
tion of labor-its great goal-by dOing away' with th~ 
unproductive and . mischievous work of the state parasites, 
by cutting away the springs . which sacrifice an iintUense' 
portion. of . the national produce to the feeding of the 
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statemonster on one side, by doing, on the other,the real' 
work of administration, locai and national, for working
men's wages. It begins therefore with an imJ;Ilense saving, • 
with economical reform as well as political transformation. ' 

The communal organization once firmly established on 
a national scale, the catastrophes it inight still hav~ to ~ 
undergo, would be sporad!c ,slavenolders insurrections,' 
which, while for a moment interrupting the work of' 
peaceful progress, would only accelerate the movement, by : 

, putting the sword jnto the hand of the Social Revolution., ' 
The working class know that they have to pass through,: 

different phases of class-struggle. They know that the' 
superseding of the economical conditions -of the slavery of , 

~ 
labor by the conditions of free and associgted labor can; 
only be the progreSsive work of time, ... that they require 
not only a change of distributiop,' but a new organization i 

of rroduction, or rath~r t~e delive~ (setting free) of the : 
socIal forms of productIon ... of the trammels of slavery, of , 
\their present class character, and their harmonious national;' 
and in~ernational coordination. They know that this work' 
of regeneration will be again and again relented ,and :' 
impeded"by the resistance of ves~ed interests and class ,; 
egotisms. They bow that the -present "spontaneous action 
of the natural laws' of capital and landed property" -can , 
only be su.perseded by "the spontaneous action, of the laws' 
of the social, economy of free and associated labor" by a I, 

long process Qf development of n~wconditions, as was the 
"spontaneous action of the economic laws of slavery" and 
the "spontaneous action of the economical laws of serf~. 
dom". But they know at the same time tliat great strides', 
may be made at once through the' Communal form, of 

! political organization and that the time has come to begin' 
that movement for themselveS and mankInd. 

(In the latter part of the Subsection '~The Charact~r of tIle' 
Commune'~ which is in the Section "La' Commune") 

The seizure of political: 
power and the state 

Miscellaneous 

Engels, Draft of a Communist~Confession of Faith; 1847 : 

Question 16: How do you think the transition from the', 
present situation to (:ommwiity, of property is' to be ,effected? 

Answer: The first, fundamental condition for the introduc-

tion of coriununity of property is the political liberation 'of 
the proletariat through a democratic constitution. 

Engels, Principles of Communism, 1847 

QuestiOn 18: What will be the course of this revolution? 

Answer: In the first plilce ''it will inaugurate a democratic 
constitution and thereby, directly' or indirectly, the political 
rule of the pioletariat. Directly in England, where the' 
proletariat already constitutes the majority of the' peOple. 
Indirectly in France and Germany, where ,the majority of , 
the people consists not only of proletarians liut also of 
small peasantS and urban petty ,bourgeois; who ·are only" 
now being proletarianized and in all,their political interests' 
are becoming more and more depell'dent on the: proletariat -
and therefore soon will have to conform to the demands of' 
the proletariat. This will perhaps involve a second ;fightj ; 

but one that can end only in the' victory ofthe:proletariat. 
Democracy :would be, quit,e ;..useless to the proletariat if.;; 

it were not immediately used ,as', a means of carrying 
through furthe:tmeasuresdirectlyattacking private owner,;." 
ship and securing the means of subsistence of the proletari-
at. .' '. ~ .. :'~~;' ...... '< ' 

. , . j·t ',' 

. Marx and Engels, The Manifesto of the· Communist Party;' 
1848. . f, ~. ,.: -I. ,.' ..... :/. 

'. ',r '".' i \. 
, , , 

" _,'. ~ I' 

We have seen above"that the .first step.intherevolution: 
by the working· class', is to ' raise ,the' proletariat, to, the', 
position' of ruling' clalis, to win' the battle' of democracy. ' 

The proletariat will'use its political supremacy to wrest, , 
by ,degrees,' all capital from'the bourgeoiSIe, to' centralize " 
all instruments' of prodiIcti9I'l in the lhands of 'the State, , 
;e.,. of the proletariat organized as,the'ruliftg class; and to" 
increase the total of produdive forces as rapidly as posil-i-', 
ble. 

Marx, The Class Struggles in' France, Jan. 1850-Nov. 1, 
1850 ' , ,,, ,.' ' ' 

... the proletariat increasingly organizes itself around 
RevolutitJllary Sociczlism, around Communism, for which the 
bourgeoisie itself has invented the name of BlalUjui. This 
Socialism is the declaration i of the permanence of' the' 
revblution; the class- dictatorship' of the proletariat as the 
necessary transit pomt to the abolition of class 'distinctiOns 
generally, to the abolition of 'all the relations of production 
on which they rest, to the abolition of all the social 
relations that correspond to these relations of production, 
to the revolutionizing Of all the ideas that result from these 

,social relations.' 
, (Three-quarterS' of ,the way through SectiOn III "Conse-' 

quences of June 13, 1849") 



Marx, Letter' to Engels in Manchester, Oct"8, . 1858 

The difficult questipn for us is . this: on the. Continent 
the revolution'is imminent and will moreover immediately 
assume a socialist character.~Is it not bound to be crushed 
in this little corner, considering that in a far greater 
territory the movement of bourgeois society is still in the 
ascendantZ ' 

Marx, Letter to Ferdinand' Domela Nieuwenhuis in 'the' 
Hague, F=eb. 22,' 1881 

One thing you can. at ~ny rate be, sure. of: a socialist' 
government does not come into power in S!-" c~un:try unless" 
conditions are so developed that it canabove'all take the 
necessary meas~res for intimidating ,the mass" of the 

. bourgeoisie SUfficiently to gain time':"';'the first desideratum 
[requisite}-for lasting action. '" 

Perhaps you will refer me to the Paris Commune; but 
apart from ;the fact that this was merely the rising . of a 
tow.n under exceptional conditions, the" majority qf' the 
Commune was by l!0 means socialist, nor couId it be. With 
a . small amount of sound common sense, however, they 
could have reached a compromise with Versailles useful to . 
the whole mass of the people-the only thing that could be 
reached at the time. The appropriation of the Bank of 
France alone would have been enough to dissolve all the 
pretensions of the Versailles people in terror, etc., etc .. 

... Scientificinsight into the inevitable diSintegration of 
the dominant order of society continuously -proceeding' 
before our eyes, and the ever-growing passion into which 
the masses are scourged .by the old ghosts of government 
-while at the same time the positive development of the~ 
means of production advances with gigantic st~ides-allthis 
isa sufficient guarantee that with the moment of t)1e 
ou~break ot ,a real proletarian revolution there, will also be 
given. the conditions (though these, are certain not to be 

'idyllic) of its next immediate modus operandi [f~>rItl of 
action}. ,. . 
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'. be fought to a finish, to say nothing of the repercussions _ 
this would have in Europe. , 

Henct the victory of the present revolutionary movement : 
is bound to . make ,us stronger and place us in a· more 
favorable environment. We should commit the greatest errbr 
if we were to stand aside,' if in our conduct vis-a-vis 
"related" parties' we were to confine ourselves to purely 
negative criticism. A moment may come when it will be, 
out duty to co-operate with them in a positive way. What 
moment might that be? 

Evid~ntly, it is, not our business directly to prepare a. 
movement whiCh, .strictly speaking, is not a movement of ' 
the .class we represent. If the republicans . and, radicals 
believe the hour for action has struck, let them give free . 
rein to their impetuosity. As for ourselves we have been . 
deCeiv~ too often by the high-sounding promises of these 
gentlemen to'let ourselves be taken in once more. ... ,\ 

Hut if on, the contrary the movement is genUinely 
national .our people will not stay. in hiding nor will they 
need a password and our partiCipation in.the movement'is. 
a matter of course~ AtsucJt time however it must be cleariy 
understood, and we must loudly proclaim it, that we are 
participating as an independent party, allied for the moment 
~th radicals and republicans butwholly distinct from them; , 
that we entertain no illusions whatever as to the result of 
the struggle in case of victory; that far from satisfying us 
this result will only mean to us' another stage won; a .new 
base of operations for further conquests; that on the very 
day of victory our ways will part; that from that day on we 
shall constitute the new opposition to the new government, ' 
an opposition that is not reactionary but. progressive, the ' 

, opposition of the extreme Left, which will press On to new " 
questions beyond the ground alr~ady gained. ' 

. '. " , 
Engels, The Future.ltalian Revolution and the SOCialist 
Pany, Jan. 2~ 1894 

In all the above I have merely given you my pe~Qnal.; 
opinion botchy. you asked me to, and I have done so with 
the greatest hesitation. As far as the general tactics are 
concerned 1 have experienced their efficacy all my life. 
They have never failed me. But as regards their appiication' 
to present conditions in Italy, that is another matter; that 

, must be decided on, the spot, by those who are in the thick 
of events . 

The victory of the disintegrating petty bourgeoisie and 
of the peasantry may therefore pOSSibly bring on a ministry , 
of the' "converted" republicans; That will get. us universal 
suffrage and, considerably greater freedom of movement 
(press, assembly, association, abolition of police surve.il
lance,etc.)-new arms not to be disdained. 

Or it will bring us a bourgeois republic with the same 
people and some Mazzinists among them. That· would 
considerably increase our liberty and our field of actio.p., 
at least for the time being. And Marx said ,that the bour
geois republic is the sole political form in which the 
struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie can 

The overthrow of the 
bourgeois state 

Marx, Inaugural Address of the Workingmen's International 
ASSOCiation, Sept. 28, 1864 

But there was, in store a still gt.eater victory of the 
political economy' of labor over the political economy of 
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property. We speak of the co-operative movement" 
especially the co-operative factories raised by the unassisted . 
efforts of a few bold "hands." The value of these great • 
sociai exPeriments cannot be overrated. By deed, instead 
of by argument, they have shown' that production on a 
large ScaXe; and in accord . with the behests of modern 
sCience, may be carried on without the existence of a class 

. of masters' empioYing a class of hands; that to bear fruit, 
the means oflabor need not be monopolized as a means 
of domiriion over, and of extortion against, the laboring 
man him~lf; and that, Ilke slave labor, like serf labor, hired 
labbf is 'but atrarisitory' and. inferior form, destined to 
diSappeai' before assoCiated labor plying its toil with a 
Willing band, a ready mirid, and a joyous' heart. In England, 
the seeds 'of the co-Opetative system were sown by Robert 
Owen; the working men's experiments, tried" on the 
Continenlt, were, in fact, the practical upshot of th~ 
t~eories, not invented, but loudly proclaimed, in 1848. , 
. At tlie same time, the· experience of the perio<i from 

1848 to 1864 has proved beyond' doubt that, however 
excellent in. principle, and however useful in practice, . co
operative 'labor, if kept Within t'flenarrow' circle of th~ 
caSual" efforts of private workmen, will never be able t@ 
an'ci>t the growth in geometrical progression of monopoly, 
to free the masses, nor even to perceptibly lighten the 
burden of their miseries., It. is perhaps for this very reason 
that plaus~bie' llOblenieI1, 'philanthropi~ middle-class spo~t
ers, and even keen political economists, have all at once 
turned nauseously compliznt:ntary to the very co-operati~e 
labdr's)istem they had. vainly tried to nip in the bud qy 
deri,<iingit .as· the Utop~a' Of ~ht: dreamer, or stig1p.atizing ~t 

I as the 'sacrilege of the SociaIist., To save the indUstrious 
masses, 'co"operative'l~borought to be developed to 
national dimensions; and consequently, to be fostered by 
n'ational means: yet," the 'lords of limdand the lord~ 9f 
capit31 'will always' uSe their pOlitiCal. privileges for the 
defence and perpetuation,o( their economical monopolies, 
SO' far' fro.rn' promotJ~g, they will. continue to lay every 
possible 'impediment in ,the way' of tlieemartcipation bf 
labor.' Remember the srieer' with which, last session,Lord 
Palinerston' put dowb. the ad'locates of the Irish Tenants' 
Right Bill. The House of Commons, cried he, is a house 'Of 
landed proprietors. 
"To conquer poli.tical power' has therefore become tpe 

great 'duty' of the working Classes: They. seem to have 
compfit~hended this, for in England, Germany, Italy, and 
France there have taken place simultaneous revivals,· and 
simultaneOUs' effoits 'art? being made at the, politipll 
r~rgahization of tlie workingmen;s party. . 

(TowllrdSthe end of the address), 

Marx, Letter to Ludwig Kuge/mann, April 12,' 1871' 

'If you'1ook at the last chapter, of my Eighteenth BIU
maire, y~uwill find that I deClare that' tl).e next. a~temp¢ 'of 
the' French Revolution will be no. longer, . as before, to 

transfer the bureaucratic military machine from one hand 
to another, but to smash it, and this is the preliminary 
condition for every real people's revolution on the Conti
nent. And this is what our heroic Party comrades in Paris 
ar.e attempting. What elasticity; what historical initiative, 
what a capacity for sacrifice in these Parisians! ... If they'are 
defeated only their "good nature" will be to blame. They 
should have marched at once on Versailles after first Vinoy 
and then the reactionary section of the Paris National 
Guard had themselves retreated. They missed their oppor
tunity because of conscientious scruples. They did not want 
to start a civil war, as if that mischievous abortion Thiers 
had not already started the civil war with his attempt to 
disarm Paris! Second mistake: The Central Committee. 
surrendered its ,power too soon; to make way for the 
Commune. Again from. too "honorable" scrupulosity! 

Marx, Seeond Outline of The Civil Wqr in France, April~ 
.May-1871 \ 

, In its most simple conception the Commune meant the 
preliminary destruction of the old governmental machinery 
at its central seats, Paris and the other great cities of 
France, and its supersed41g by realself-governmen1, which, 
at Paris and the great cities, the social strongholds of the 

. working class, was the. government of 'the working class. 
Through the siege Paris had got rid of the army which was 
replaced by a National Guard, with its bulk fopnedby the 
workmen of .Paris, It was only 'due to this state of things. 
that, the rising' of. the 18th of March had become pOssible. 
This fact waS to become an institution, and the National 
Guard of the great cities, 'the people armed against 
governmental usurpation, to supplant the standing army, 
defending. the government against the people. The Com
mune to consist of the municipal councilors of the different 
a"~1ldisseme1ltS (as Paris was the initiator and the model, 
we have 'tD refer to it), chosen by the suffrage of all . 
citizens, responSible, and revocable in short terms. The 
majority of that body would naturally consist of workmen 
or acknowledged I~presentatives of the wDrking class. It 
was, to be a working, not a parliamentary body, executive 
and legislative at the same tiIl}e. . .. 

The governmental force of repression and authority ov~r 
society was thus to be b~oken in its merely repressive 
organs, and where it had legitimate functions to fulfil, these 
functions were ,not to be exercised by a body superior to < 

the society, but by th~ responsible agents 'Of society itself._ 
(From the last two paragraphs of Secti01l 6 "The Com

mune") 

Engels, Letter to Carlo Cafiero, July 28, 1871 

... .1 ftow of no one in ,the General Council who is, 
against the complete eliminatiDn 'Of social classes, and of no.,' 
General Council document that fails to completely conform:i· 
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with this. We must get rid of landed proprietors and 

.' '" I 

capitalists" putting in their place the associated class of 
. Marx, Letter to Frederick Bolte, Nov. 23,' 1871 . ,'." 

agricultural and iildustrial workers who have taken posses
sion of all the means of production: the land, the imple
ments, the mac~nes, the raw materialS, and all that is 
needed to sustain life in the. time 'required for production. 
We must further the development of that class. As a result 
inequality is bound to vanish. And to bring the matter to 
an end, it is essential that the prolet~riat should win 
politic;!l do.mination. _ . 

Marx and Engels, ResolUtion df the Conference of 
, Delegates to/WA, Sept. 1871 

, . 

.\ ': .. ' .' . " :, .~ ~-- ,,' 

The political movement of the working class ,h~ as, its 
ultimate object, ofcol,lrse, the conquest of politi~l power . 
for this class, and this naturally requires a prevjous'organi~:: 
zation of the working class developed up to a certain'pOint;, 
and arising precisely from its· economic struggles,,' ; " , 

. •. I. ,-' , '". --,'x., .. , ;. 

Considering the following passage of the pr~mble 'to' i 

the Rules: "The economical emancipation of the working 
classes is the great end to which every political movement 
ought to be subordinate as a means". ... " . , 
, That the Inaugural Address of the Internatiomil Working 

Men's Association n864) states: "The'lords of laild and the' 
lords of capital will ,always use their political privileges for' 
the defenSe and perpetuation of their economical monopo-' 
lies\ So far from promoting, they will contmue to lay every 

Where the working class'is not :ret far ~nough adva~~' 
in its organization to undertake Ii decisive Campaign ~g3ifts~ .. 
the colJ.ective pow~r, i.e., the political power of the ruling , 
classes, it must at any rate be trained for this by continual. 
agitation against this 'power and by a hostile,: at~it'Ude: 
-toward the policies of the ruling classes. Otherwise # 
remains a plaything in their hands,... - .' . . ' . 

. Marx and Engels, Pretacetbthe 1872 German~diiionb' 
(iThe Co.mmunist Manifesto" ',; : " ., ::' ::\. "; 

possible impediment in' thy 'way of ., ' 
tlie emancipation of labor .... To cqnquer political power has' 
therefore become tlie great duty Of the working classes."; 

That the Congress of Lausanlle (1867) has passed this' 
resolution: "The social emancipationo( th,e workmen, 'is 
inseparable from theii po~itical ern~ncipation'~; . ':. :' 

That the. deCIara:tio,n of the General Council ... (1870) 
says:"'Certainly by t~e . ttmor ' of our Statutes, all oui, 
branches i~ EnglaJ?d, on the Continent, and in America 
have the special mission not only to serve as, centers for, 
the militant organization of the working 'class; but also .to 
support, . in their respective countri~, ev~ry .poIiticaJ 
movement te,ndingtowards' the accomplishment of our', 
ultimate end-the economical emanCipation oftheworIdng, 
clasS"; 

Considering, that against thiS. coIlective power of the 
propertied classes the working class cannot act, as a, class, 
except by constituting itself into a political party, distinct 
from, ~nd. opposed to, all old par-tieS, formed ,by the 
prop~rtled classes; . " . 

That this constitution of the working' cl~ss into' a. 
. political party is . indisp~nsa1?le in order to ens~re the 

triumph of the Social Reyolution and its. ultimate end- . 
the abolition of classes; ... • 

Engels, Apropos·of Working Class Political Action. Sept. 
21. 1871 

We warit the abolitIon of classes. What is the means of 
. achieving . it? The only means is political domination of 
' the prolet~riat ,. 

.: ' ... -... 
. One thlngespeciaily w~ pro~ed: by 'the ~mmun~;,;~ii~/ : 

that "the working class ~nnot si~pIYlay,hold of t~ t'ea~yJ.·· 
made State machinery and wield it.for its own pu~'''' 

• • • • , ", •• of t • .o' 

Marx andEn~el;. Resolution on-the Rules of th~'Giine~; 
Congress of the IWA, Sept. 2-1.;1~12.' .,.-: '~,: .. , . 

. ~~ . . " . ~- " .:~ ~:' . 

Artic/e' 7a. In.its ~truggleagain$t the.collective P'?werof 
the, pOS,s~SJrig dassesthe proletariat,9in aC('as:a ci~ pjiiy 
by cons!ituting itself, a distinct, political par~" ~PP9Sed. 't4 
a~l the old parties formed by thej>,?ssessing cta~es. , .; _ '" 

The COalition of the forces. of the working cla~, ,aI~~~y' 
~chievedby the eCO~lOmic struggl~,~mustalsoserve, in th~ . 
ha~ds of ,this cla~s,~s a lever in its, .s~ggl~ '~g~iiis(!~~ _I 

political power of its exploiters.,., ., .'. . ... '. .' .;< ... _ 

" .As t~e lords of the .I~lDd ana of capital alwayS m,a~~ ~ " . 
of their political priVileges todef,en(land perpe~uate their' 
econ9mfc . monopolies and to enslave labor, tli~ :coil(i~~i . 
6fp?li~i~1 power b~omes ~he grea~ duty of the prole~~7: 
at... , ,,', '. :.'. " .... "" : .. ' .' 

". Engels: Leiter to Eduard Bernstein in Zurich, Aug. 27, . 
1'883 ' .. ./. .• : :'. 

, ..... , 

",.; j. '>.' :'" 

: ;:.~.Th~ 'bourg~is repubIi<;, htmded ~~~haps by;~e 'PrOgr~~ : .. 
sive 'Party, . will ena1;>le us in .thebeginning. ~() . .vii,- O,~er:t'he .' 
great' masses of the workers, . to revolutionary· socialism, ' 11Iis' 
will ~e done in one or tWo years and will lead to the uttet 
exhaustion and self-destruction of all' intentlediatepai1ieS 
that may still exist apart from our Party. Only then can,W,e 
su;~cessfuqy take over. . " . ': 

, The big mistake the Germans make is to thinktlultthe 
revolution is ~omething that can. be made oyernight,.'As,tl 
matter of fact it isa process o~ development of th~ ~ 
that takes several years even under conditions aCcelerating' . 

. ..' .. . , . . 
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this process. Any revolution completed overnight removed 
only a reaction that was hopeles$ at the very start (1830) 
or. led directly to the opposite of what had been aspired to 
(1848, France). . . 

'Engels, Letter to Eduard Bernstein, ~an. 1, 1884 
,~ . . . . , 

It is simply a, queStion of showing that the victorio~ 
proletari~t must first· refashion the ·old bureaucratiq, 
administrativ~ly centralized $tate power before it Cl;ln use 

. if for its own purposes; whereas aU bourgeois republicaD:S 

. i . 

I 

I 

·since 1848 inveighed against this machinery so long as they 
were in the oppoSition, but once they were in the govern
ment they took it over without altering it and used it partly 
. against the reaction but still more against the proletariat. 
That in The Civil War <Marx's book on the Paris Com-
mune,"The Civil War in France';> the instinctive tendencies 
of the Commune were put down to its credit. as mor~ or 
less deliberate plans was justifie4 and even necessary under 
1he circumstances. . 

(To be concluded in the n~ issue) c 


